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Abstract
This article is a summary of a series of papers where I examine a special kind of geomet-
ric objects that can be defined in space-time — five-dimensional tangent vectors. Similar
objects exist in any other differentiable manifold, and their dimension is one unit greater
than that of the manifold. Like ordinary tangent vectors, the considered five-dimensional
vectors and the tensors constructed out of them can be used for describing certain local
quantities and in this capacity find direct application in physics. For example, such familiar
physical quantities as the stress-energy and angular momentum tensors prove to be parts
of a single five-tensor. In this paper I describe several different mathematical definitions
of five-dimensional tangent vectors, discuss their basic algebraic and differential properties,
and speak about their possible application in the theory of gravity and in gauge theories.
1. Adding a dimension to tangent vectors in space-
time is not a new idea in physics. A well-known ex-
ample is the Kaluza–Klein model [1] and the models
that succeeded it, where the extra dimension of tan-
gent vectors results from adding a dimension to the
space-time manifold itself. Another example are the
theories of gravity formulated as Yang–Mills gauge
theories of the de Sitter group [2] and similar mod-
els, where the additional dimension is assigned not
to the tangent vectors themselves, but to the internal
vector space where the vierbein field takes its val-
ues. Unlike all these constructions, for introducing
the five-dimensional vectors I consider in this paper
one does not need to change the space-time manifold
in any way nor to endow it with any additional struc-
ture. The vectors I am going to discuss here, which
I will call five-dimensional tangent vectors or simply
five-vectors, should be viewed as another type of geo-
metric objects that can be defined in space-time and
which are more suited for describing certain kinds of
geometric and physical quantities than ordinary tan-
gent vectors and tensors.
A hint to the existence of five-dimensional tan-
gent vectors can be found in spinors. For the type
of 4-spinors commonly used in physics, the symme-
try group of the corresponding Clifford algebra is
SO(3,2). Accordingly, there exist five constituents
of the Clifford algebra (five matrices) ΓA, where A
runs 0, 1, 2, 3, and 5, that all transform alike under
Dirac and charge conjugation:
Γ¯A = ΓA and Γ
c
A = ΓA, (1)
and that satisfy the following anticommutation rela-
tions:
ΓAΓB + ΓBΓA = − 2 ηAB, (2)
where ηAB ≡ diag(+1,−1,−1,−1,+1). It is evident
that one can obtain a new set of five constituents sat-
isfying the same conjugation and anticommutation
relations by applying an arbitrary O(3,2) transfor-
mation to the original set. Moreover, any two sets of
constituents that satisfy relations (1) and (2) prove
to be connected by an O(3,2) transformation. For an
appropriate choice of the constituent set, the stan-
dard γ-matrices (the ones identified with the compo-
nents of the basis four-dimensional tangent vectors)
are expressed in terms of ΓA’s as
γµ =
i
2
(ΓµΓ5 − Γ5Γµ), (3)
where µ = 0, 1, 2, or 3.
These observations may give one the idea to con-
sider a new type of vectors that make up a real five-
dimensional vector space endowed with a symmet-
ric nondegenerate inner product with the signature
(+−−−+) or (−+++−). Considering the relation
that exists between multiplication in a Clifford alge-
bra and exterior multiplication of multivectors and
forms, on the grounds of equation (3) one may fur-
ther suppose that there should exist a certain corre-
spondence between four-dimensional tangent vectors
and part of the bivectors constructed from elements
of the mentioned five-dimensional vector space. It is
apparent that these latter bivectors should be of the
1
form u ∧ e, where u is arbitrary and e belongs to a
fixed one-dimensional subspace whose elements have
a norm squared of such a sign that the inner prod-
uct induced on the subspace of all such bivectors is
of Lorentz type.
Basing on these assumptions one can make a formal
study of the basic algebraic and differential proper-
ties of five-dimensional tangent vectors, as it is done
in part I of the long version [3]. Though not really
necessary, this formal analysis may serve as a guide in
developing a more sophisticated theory of five-vectors
basing on the principles of differential geometry, as it
is done in part II of the long version [4]. Within this
latter theory five-dimensional tangent vectors are in-
troduced either as equivalence classes of parametrized
curves or, more rigorously, as a particular kind of
differential-algebraic operators that act upon scalar
functions. The first of these representations is ob-
tained as follows.
Consider a set of all smooth parametrized curves
that go through an arbitrary space-time point Q. In
an evident way, for any such curveA one can evaluate
the derivative of any smooth scalar function f defined
in the vicinity of Q, and I will denote this derivative
as ∂Af |Q. Let us now focus our attention on the
behaviour of the curves in the infinitesimal vicinity of
Q. From that point of view, the considered set can be
divided into classes of equivalent curves that coincide
in direction or in direction and parametrization. One
can consider three degrees to which two given curves,
A and B, may coincide:
i. The two curves come out of Q in the same direc-
tion. A more precise formulation is the following:
there exists a real positive number a such that
for any scalar function f
∂Af |Q = a · ∂Bf |Q. (4)
ii. The two curves come out of Q in the same di-
rection and in the vicinity of Q their parameters
change with equal rates. More precisely: for any
scalar function f
∂Af |Q = ∂Bf |Q. (5)
iii. The two curves come out of Q in the same direc-
tion; their parameters, λA and λB, change with
equal rates in the vicinity of Q; and the values of
these parameters at Q are the same. This means
that
λA(Q) = λB(Q) (6a)
and for any scalar function f
∂Af |Q = ∂Bf |Q. (6b)
It is evident that relations (4), (5) and (6) are all
equivalence relations on the considred set of curves,
and for each of them one can introduce the corre-
sponding quotient set—the set whose elements are
classes of equivalent curves.
Relation (4) is of no interest to us and I will not
consider it any further.
Let us denote the elements of the quotient set cor-
responding to relation (5) with capital boldface Ro-
man letters: A, B, C, etc. According to relation (5),
the derivative of any scalar function f at Q is the
same for all the curves belonging to a given class A,
so it makes sense to introduce the notation ∂Af |Q.
In a natural way, one can define the addition of two
equivalence classes A and B and the product of an
equivalence class A and a real number k: A+B and
kA are such equivalence classes that for any scalar
function f
∂A+Bf |Q = ∂Af |Q + ∂Bf |Q
and
∂kAf |Q = k · ∂Af |Q.
With thus defined addition and multiplication by a
real number, the set of all equivalence classes cor-
responding to relation (5) becomes a vector space,
which I will denote as V4. It is evident that
its elements can be identified with ordinary (four-
dimensional) tangent vectors, and in the following I
will refer to them as to four-vectors.
In a similar manner one can deal with the quotient
set associated with relation (6). Let us denote its
elements with lower-case boldface Roman letters: a,
b, c, etc. As in the case of four-vectors, one can
introduce the notation ∂af |Q for the common value
of the derivatives of any scalar function f along all
the curves belonging to a given equivalence class a.
Likewise, the common value of the parameters of all
these curves at Q will be denoted as λa(Q). One can
then give the following definition to the sum of two
equivalence classes a and b and to the product of an
equivalence class a and a real number k: a + b and
ka are such equivalence classes that
λa+b(Q) = λa(Q) + λb(Q)
λka(Q) = k · λa(Q)
and for any scalar function f
∂a+bf |Q = ∂af |Q + ∂bf |Q
∂kaf |Q = k · ∂af |Q.
These two operations turn the quotient set associated
with relation (6) into a vector space whose dimen-
sion is evidently five and which I will denote as V5.
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By examining the properties of these five-dimensional
vectors more closely, one can show that there indeed
exists a natural isomorphism (actually, two of them)
between the space of ordinary tangent vectors and the
subspace of all bivectors of the form u∧e, where e is
an element of a certain distinguished one-dimensional
subspace in V5.
A still more rigorous way of introducing five-
dimensional tangent vectors is similar to how one
introduces ordinary tangent vectors in modern dif-
ferential geometry, i.e. by identifying the fields of the
latter with a particular kind of operators that act
upon the scalar functions from a set ℑ which deter-
mines the topological and differential properties of
the manifold. Each five-vector field u is defined as a
map
u : ℑ → ℑ
that satisfies the following three requirements:
u[k] = υ · k for any constant k ∈ ℑ,
where υ ∈ ℑ is characteristic of u,
u[f + g] = u[f ] + u[g] for any f, g ∈ ℑ,
u[fg] = u[f ] · g + f · u[g]− u[1 ]fg for
any f, g ∈ ℑ, where 1 is the constant
unity function.
(7)
Similar to the case of four-vector fields, one can
prove a theorem that in any local coordinate sys-
tem each such map can be presented as the following
differential-algebraic operator:
u = uα(∂/∂xα) + u5 · 1, (8)
where ∂/∂xα are derivatives along coordinate lines, 1
is the identity operator, and uA are scalar functions
from ℑ. As in the case of ordinary tangent vectors,
tangent five-vectors at a given point Q can be defined
as equivalence classes of the above maps with respect
to the equivalence relation
u ≡ v⇔ u[ f ](Q) = v[ f ](Q) for any f ∈ ℑ,
and it is a simple matter to show that at every point
there exists a natural isomorphism between the five-
dimensional tangent vectors defined this way and the
five-dimensional tangent vectors defined as elements
of the quotient set associated with relation (6).
2. Let us now briefly discuss the basic algebraic prop-
erties of five-dimensional tangent vectors. To be defi-
nite, I will assume that the latter are defined as equiv-
alence classes of parametrized curves, as it has been
described above.
As any other vector space, V5 is completely
isotropic with respect to its two composition laws
and has no distinguished direction nor any other dis-
tinguished subspace of nonzero dimension. However,
one can distinguish two subspaces in V5 by associat-
ing them with certain classes of parametrized curves.
Consider all those curves at Q for which ∂f |Q = 0
for any scalar function f . It is evident that all of them
belong to the same equivalence class with respect to
relation (5) and that this class is the zero vector in V4.
With respect to relation (6), the considered curves
belong to equivalence classes that make up a one-
dimensional subspace in V5, which will be denoted
as E . In the language of operators this means that
E is made up by all those five-vectors which at the
considered point are represented by purely algebraic
operators.
Another distinguished subspace in V5 can be ob-
tained by considering all those curves for which
λ(Q) = 0. The four-vectors corresponding to these
curves are all the vectors of V4. The correspond-
ing five-vectors make up a four-dimensional subspace
in V5, which will be denoted as Z. It is appar-
ent that this subspace is made up by all those five-
vectors which at the considered point are represented
by purely differential operators and that V5 is the
direct sum of E and Z.
From the definition of four- and five-vectors it fol-
lows that there exists a set-theoretic relation between
V4 and V5: the former is the quotient set correspond-
ing to the following equivalence relation on V5:
a ≡ b⇔ ∂af |Q = ∂bf |Q for any scalar function f.
Denoting this relation as R, one has V4 = V5/R. The
fact that A is the equivalence class of a will be de-
noted as a ∈ A. From the definition of the symbols
∂a and ∂A it follows that a ∈ A iff ∂a = ∂A. It is
easy to see that R can be reformulated as follows:
a ≡ b (modR)⇔ a = b+ e, where e ∈ E .
The latter condition is equivalent to a and b having
equal components in the four-dimensional subspace
Z. This means that there exists a one-to-one cor-
respondence between five-vectors from Z and four-
vectors and that this correspondence is a homomor-
phism.
A typical five-vector basis will be denoted as eA,
where A (as all capital latin indices) runs 0, 1, 2, 3,
and 5. One can choose a basis in V5 arbitrarily, but
it is more convenient to select the fifth basis vector
belonging to E . Such bases will be called standard
and will be used in all calculations.1
1As one can see, the basis vector and vector components re-
lated to the fifth dimension are labled with the index 5 rather
than 4. This corresponds to the index convention used for
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The basis in V4 can be chosen arbitrarily and in-
dependently of the basis in V5. It is more convenient
though to associate it with the five-vector basis. A
natural choice is to take Eα to be the equivalence
classes of the basis five-vectors eα (the equivalence
class of e5 is the zero four-vector). I will refer to this
basis as to the one associated with the basis eA in V5.
It is also convenient to introduce the notions of a
regular basis and of a coordinate five-vector basis. By
definition, the former is a standard five-vector basis
whose first four elements belong to Z and the fifth
basis vector is normalized in some particular way. A
coordinate five-vector basis is one for which the as-
sociated four-vector basis is a coordinate basis in the
usual sense.
If eA and e
′
A are two standard bases in V5 and
e′A = eBL
B
A, then L
B
A can be shown to satisfy the
condition
Lα5 = 0 for all α.
The corresponding equivalence classes are related as
E′α = EβL
β
α.
As for ordinary tangent vectors, for five-vectors
the Riemannian metric of space-time fixes a certain
symmetric inner product, which I will denote as g,
too. This inner product is such that for any two five-
vectors u and v
g(u,v) = g(U,V),
where U and V are such four-vectors that u ∈ U
and v ∈ V. From the latter equation it follows that
g is degenerate on V5. It is a simple matter to see
that the subspace of all degenerate five-vectors for it
coincides with E and that g is nondegenerate within
any subspace complementary to E .
It is not difficult to construct from g a
nondegenerate inner product on V5. For that one
should consider another natural measure that exists
for five-vectors: to each five-vector u one can put into
correspondence the value of the relevant curve param-
eter, λu. If one then interprets this latter number as
the length of vector u, one will obtain another inner
product, which for any u and v can be shown to equal
λu · λv. Consequently, the subspace of all degenerate
vectors for this latter inner product coincides with Z
and it is nondegenerate within any (one-dimensional)
subspace complementary to Z.
One should now notice that the subspaces of de-
generate vectors for the two considered inner prod-
ucts are complementary to each other, which means
γ-matrices, where the notation γ4 is reserved for the timelike
γ-matrix in the Pauli metric: γ4 = iγ0. This also better suits
the words “fifth dimension”, and accentuates the fact that this
direction in V5 is distinguished as being the one that corre-
sponds to the one-dimensional subspace E.
that their sum will be a nondegenerate inner product
on V5. The only problem in constructing such a sum
is that for any u and v the quantities g(u,v) and
λuλv are of different dimension. Therefore, to con-
struct a nondegenerate inner product for five-vectors,
one needs some dimensional constant, ξ, which would
play a role similar to that of the speed of light:
it would establish a relation between different units
used to measure the same quantity. The resulting in-
ner product, measured in the same units as g, will
be
h(u,v) ≡ g(u,v) + ξ λuλv. (9)
Having selected the constant ξ in the latter formula
somehow, one is then able to fix the length of the fifth
basis vector in a regular five-vector basis by requir-
ing that h(e5, e5) = signξ. In the following, such a
regular five-vector basis will be called normalized.
As in the case of any other type of vectors, one can
consider linear forms corresponding to five-vectors.
Such forms will be denoted with lower-case boldface
Roman letters with a tilde: a˜, b˜, c˜, etc., and their
space will be denoted as V˜5. To distinguish a p-
form associated with five-vectors from a p-form as-
sociated with four-vectors the former will be called a
five-vector p-form and the latter a four-vector p-form.
Five-vector 1-forms have all the properties com-
mon to linear forms in general. In addition, they
have several specific features which are due to their
association with five-vectors.
The existence of two distinguished subspaces in V5
results in the existence of two distinguished subspaces
in V˜5. The first of these subspaces is made up by all
those 1-forms from V˜5 whose contraction with any
five-vector from E is zero. It is evident that this sub-
space is four-dimensional, and I will denote it as Z˜.
The other distinguished subspace is made up by all
those 1-forms that have a zero contraction with any
five-vector from Z. This subspace is one-dimensional,
and I will denote it as E˜ . It is evident that V˜5 is the
direct sum of Z˜ and E˜ .
If eA is a standard five-vector basis and o˜
A is the
corresponding dual basis of five-vector 1-forms, then
o˜α ∈ Z˜ for all α. The fifth basis 1-form will not nec-
essarily be an element of E˜ : this will be the case
only if all eα ∈ Z. The same conclusions follow
from the transformation formulae for the dual ba-
sis of 1-forms, corresponding to the transformation
e′A = eBL
B
A from one standard five-vector basis to
another: since in this case (L−1)α5 = 0, one has
o˜′ α = (L−1)αB o˜
B = (L−1)αβ o˜
β
but
o˜′ 5 = (L−1)55 o˜
5 + (L−1)5β o˜
β .
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The fact that Z is isomorphic to V4 enables one to
establish a natural isomorphism between Z˜ and the
space of four-vector 1-forms, which will be denoted
as V˜4. Namely, to each five-vector 1-form w˜ from Z˜
one can put into correspondence such a four-vector
1-form W˜ that for any five-vector u ∈ Z one would
have < w˜,u > = < W˜,U > where u ∈ U. It is
evident that this isomorphism can be extended to a
map of V˜5 onto V˜4, which will be a homomorphism
but will not be a one-to-one correspondence.
As in the case of any other vector space, each in-
ner product on V5 defines a certain correspondence
between five-vectors and five-vector 1-forms. Since
one has two inner products on V5 — g and h, there
are two such correspondences, which will be denoted
as ϑg and ϑh, respectively. By definition, ϑg(u) is
such a five-vector 1-form that
<ϑg(u),v> = g (u,v) for any v ∈ V5.
The definition of the 1-form ϑh(u) is similar. It is
evident that both ϑg and ϑh are linear maps of V5
into V˜5. If u
A are components of some five-vector u
in a certain five-vector basis, then the components of
ϑg(u) and ϑh(u) in the corresponding dual basis of
1-forms are gABu
B and hABu
B, respectively. Since
the matrix hAB is nondegenerate, this means that
ϑh is a one-to-one correspondence and is a map of
V5 onto V˜5. It is also easy to see that ϑh(Z) = Z˜
and ϑh(E) = E˜ . By contrast, ϑg is neither a one-
to-one correspondence nor a surjection. It is evident
that ϑg(u) = ϑg(u
Z) = ϑh(u
Z), so ϑg(Z) = Z˜, but
ϑg(E) = {0˜}. Consequently, one can use gAB only
to lower five-vector indices. Raising indices with gAB
is possible only if one confines oneself to five-vectors
from Z and to 1-forms from Z˜.
3. Let us now turn to the differential properties of
five-vectors. As for any other type of vector-like ob-
jects considered in space-time, one can speak of paral-
lel transport of five-vectors from one space-time point
to another. One can then define the covariant deriva-
tive of five-vector fields; introduce the connection co-
efficients corresponding to a given five-vector basis;
construct the corresponding curvature tensor; etc. In
doing all this one does not have to use in any way the
fact that five-vectors are associated with space-time
by their definition.
One should expect that the origin of five-vectors
manifests itself in that the rules of their parallel trans-
port are related in some way to similar rules for four-
vectors and, possibly, to the Riemannian geometry of
space-time. It is obvious that this relation cannot be
derived from the algebraic properties of five-vectors,
and to obtain it one has to make some new assump-
tions about five-vectors, which ought to be regarded
as part of their definition.
Let us first consider the relation between the rules
of parallel transport for four- and five-vectors. The
simplest and the most natural form of this relation is
obtained by postulating that parallel transport pre-
serves the set-theoretic relation between four- and
five-vectors considered above. A more precise for-
mulation of this statement is the following:
If four-vector U is the equivalence class
of five-vector u, then the transported
U is the equivalence class of the trans-
ported u.
(10)
This assumption is quite natural considering that
u ∈ U means that u and U correspond to the same
direction in the manifold. It has two consequences,
which can be conveniently expressed in terms of con-
nection coefficients. Let us define the latter for five-
vectors as
∇µeA = eBG
B
Aµ,
where ∇µ ≡ ∇Eµ denotes the covariant derivative in
the direction of the basis four-vector Eµ. The con-
nection coefficients for four-vectors will be denoted in
the usual way:
∇µEα = EβΓ
β
αµ.
Let us consider the parallel transport of vectors from
an arbitrary point Q to a nearby point Q′.
If two five-vectors at Q belong to the same equiva-
lence class, then according to assumption (10), the
transported five-vectors should also be equivalent.
Since parallel transport is a linear operation, this
means that vectors from Eat Q are transported into
vectors from Eat Q′ . Consequently, in any standard
five-vector basis,
Gα5µ = 0. (11)
Let eA be an arbitrary standard five-vector basis
and let Eα be the associated basis of four-vectors. If
Eα(Q) are transported into vectors Eβ(Q
′)Cβα, then
according to assumption (10), eα(Q) should be trans-
ported into vectors eβ(Q
′)Cβα+e5(Q
′)C5α, where the
coefficients Cβα are the same in both cases. This
means that in the selected bases,
Gαβµ = Γ
α
βµ. (12)
It is evident that assumption (10) tells one nothing
about G5αµ and G
5
5µ. To get an idea of what these
coefficients can be like, one may consider a particular
case where the connection for five-vector fields is such
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that there exists a certain local symmetry which can
be formulated as the following principle:
For any set of scalar, five-vector and
five-tensor fields defined in the vicin-
ity of any point Q in space-time, by
means of a certain procedure one can
construct a set of fields in the vicinity
of any other point Q′, such that at Q′
these new fields (which will be called
equivalent) satisfy the same algebraic
and first-order differential relations that
the original fields satisfy at Q.
(13)
The procedure by means of which the equivalent fields
are constructed can be formulated as follows:
i. Introduce at Q a system of local Lorentz coordi-
nates xα.
Introduce the corresponding regular coordinate
five-vector basis eA.
Introduce the corresponding bases for all other
five-tensors.
ii. Each scalar field f in the vicinity of Q will then
determine and be determined by one real coor-
dinate function f(x).
Each five-vector field u in the vicinity of Q will
determine and be determined by five real coordi-
nate functions uA(x) (= components of u in the
basis eA).
Each five-tensor field T in the vicinity of Q will
determine and be determined by an appropriate
number of real coordinate functions TAB...CDE...F (x)
(= components of T in the relevant tensor basis
corresponding to eA).
iii. Introduce at Q′ a system of local Lorentz coor-
dinates x′α such that x′α(Q′) = xα(Q).
Introduce the corresponding regular coordinate
five-vector basis e′A.
Introduce the corresponding bases for all other
five-tensors.
iv. Then the equivalent scalar, five-vector and five-
tensor fields in the vicinity of Q′ will be deter-
mined in coordinates x′α and in the correspond-
ing bases by the same functions f(·), uA(·), . . . ,
TAB...CDE...F (·) that determine the original fields in
the vicinity of Q in coordinates xα and in the
corresponding bases.
It is not difficult to show that from the above symme-
try principle follows that in any normalized regular
basis
G55µ = 0 and G
5
αµ = −κgαµ, (14)
where κ is a certain constant of dimension (length)−1,
which is not fixed by symmetry considerations. The
latter formula suggests that at κ 6= 0 it may be
convenient to change the normalization of the fifth
basis vector in such a way that one would have
G5αµ = −gαµ. In the following, such a regular ba-
sis will be called active.
One should also observe that there is no sense in
talking about five-vectors if κ = 0, for it is impossible
to distinguish a five-vector with such rules of paral-
lel transport from a pair consisting of a four-vector
and a scalar. Indeed, V5 is isomorphic to the direct
sum of V4 and the space of scalars (regarded as one-
dimensional vectors), and it is apparent that at κ = 0
this isomorphism is preserved by parallel transport.
Considering this, in the following I will always assume
that κ 6= 0.
4. Let us now discuss in more detail the case of flat
space-time. Supposing that the symmetry principle
holds, from formulae (11), (12) and (14) one finds
that for any active regular basis eA associated with
a system of global Lorentz coordinates one has
Gαβµ = G
α
5µ = G
5
5µ = 0 and G
5
βµ = − ηβµ, (15)
where ηβµ ≡ diag(+1,−1,−1,−1). Such a set of
five-vector basis fields will be called an O-basis (‘O’
stands for ‘orthonormal’). As one can see, the fields
eA are not self-parallel. This is a distinctive feature of
the considered five-vector connection, with respect to
which the inner product h (regarded as a five-tensor)
is not covariantly constant. The latter fact results
in that the requirements of orthonormality and self-
parallelism become conflicting in the sense that one
can have either orthonormality or self-parallelism but
not both at the same time.
Let us now construct a self-parallel five-vector ba-
sis, pA, that would coincide with eA at the origin
of the considered Lorentz coordinate system. Be-
ing self-parallel, each pA should satisfy the equation
∇µpA = 0. Hence, if pA = eBN
B
A, one should have
∂µN
A
B(x) +G
A
CµN
C
B(x) = 0,
where GABµ are given by equations (15). Considering
also that pA and eA should coincide at x = 0, one
finds that
N55(x) = 1, N
α
β(x) = δ
α
β ,
Nα5 (x) = 0, N
5
α(x) = xα,
where xα ≡ ηαβx
β are the corresponding covariant
Lorentz coordinates. Thus, pA are expressed in terms
of eA as follows:
pα(x) = eα(x) + xαe5(x) and p5(x) = e5(x). (16)
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The set pA will be called a P -basis (‘P ’ stands for
‘parallel’) associated with the considered system of
Lorentz coordinates. Simple calculations show that
h(pα,pβ) = ηαβ + κ
2xαxβ
h(pα,p5) = h(p5,pα) = κ
2xα,
(17)
so pA are orthogonal only at the origin.
Let us now derive the transformation formulae
for the components of five-vectors and of other five-
tensors corresponding to the transformation from one
system of Lorentz coordinates to another. It is not
difficult to show that under the transformation
xµ → x′µ = Λµνx
ν + aµ (18)
the elements of the O-basis transforms as
e′α = eβ (Λ
−1)βα and e
′
5 = e5, (19)
whence one obtains the following transformation laws
for the corresponding components of five-vectors and
five-vector 1-forms:{
v′α = Λαβ v
β
v′5 = v5
and
{
w′α = wβ(Λ
−1)βα
w′5 = w5.
As one can see, the first four components of any five-
vector or five-vector 1-form in the O-basis transform
exactly as components of a four-vector or a four-
vector 1-form, while the fifth component behaves as
scalar.
By using equations (16) and the obvious formula
for transformation of covariant Lorentz coordinates,
one can easily find that under transformation (18) the
elements of the P -basis transforms as
p′α = pβ (Λ
−1)βα + aαp5 and p
′
5 = p5, (20)
where aα = ηαβa
β. From the latter formulae one ob-
tains the following transformation laws for the com-
ponents of five-vectors and five-vector 1-forms in the
P -basis: {
v′α = Λαβv
β
v′5 = v5 − aαΛ
α
β v
β (21a)
and {
w′α = wβ(Λ
−1)βα + aαw5
w′5 = w5.
(21b)
As one can see, these components transform nontriv-
ially under space-time translations, and now one is
able to understand why.
A global P -basis can exist only in flat space-time,
where the parallel transport of five-vectors is indepen-
dent of the path along which it is made. A P -basis
can be constructed by choosing an orthonormal five-
vector basis (with the fifth basis vector normalized
as in an active regular basis) at one point and trans-
porting it parallelly to all other points in space-time.
Since (at κ 6= 0) the inner product h is not conserved
by parallel transport, the P -basis cannot be orthonor-
mal at every point. Actually, the rules of parallel
transport for five-vectors are such that pA will be or-
thogonal only at the origin. Moreover, as one can see
from formulae (17), at each point the inner product
matrix hAB ≡ h(pA,pB) has its own value, differ-
ent from the values it has at all other points. This
means that having a P -basis, one is able to distin-
guish points without using any coordinates. In fact,
if need be, one can recover the relevant Lorentz co-
ordinates by simply calculating the inner product of
pα and p5. Thus, the P -basis is a structure which is
rigitly connected to space-time points and to one of
the Lorentz coordinate systems. When the latter is
changed, the P -basis changes too.
5. One may now ask the following question: are
there any geometric or physical quantities which are
described by five-vectors or by other nontrivial five-
tensors (by the ones not reducible to a four-tensor)?
This brings us to another question: how can one dis-
cover a five-vector or a five-tensor? One possible an-
swer to this question is the same as to a similar ques-
tion for four-vectors: one has to find several quanti-
ties that under Lorentz transformations and transla-
tions in flat space-time transform as components of
a five-vector or of some other five-tensor. Since one
is talking about components, one has to specify the
basis in which they are evaluated. This is a simple
matter if the definition of the quantities one considers
involves only scalars and components of four-tensors
in a Lorentz basis: since in either case ∇µ = ∂µ, the
same should be true for the quantities defined, and
considering that in this basis gµν = ηµν , one con-
cludes that the five-tensor components should corre-
spond to a P -basis and consequently should trans-
form according to formulae (21).
The simplest example of quantities that transform
as components of a nontrivial five-tensor are covariant
Lorentz coordinates. Indeed, under Lorentz transfor-
mations and translations the five quantities xA, where
x5 ≡ 1, transform as components of a five-vector 1-
form. Consequently, if q˜A is the basis of five-vector
1-forms dual to the P -basis associated with the se-
lected Lorentz coordinates, the 1-form x˜ constructed
according to the formula
x˜(x) ≡ xαq˜
α(x) + q˜5(x), (22)
will be the same no matter which system of Lorentz
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coordinates is used.
From equations (20) one can easily obtain the for-
mulae that relate the basis q˜A to the basis of five-
vector 1-forms o˜A dual to the O-basis corresponding
to the same coordinates:
q˜α(x) = o˜α(x) and q˜5(x) = o˜5(x)−xαo˜
α(x). (23)
Substituting these relations into definition (22), one
obtains the following expression for the 1-form x˜ in
the basis o˜A:
x˜(x) = xαo˜
α(x) + o˜5(x)− xαo˜
α(x) = o˜5(x),
from which one can clearly see that x˜ is indeed inde-
pendent of the choice of the coordinate system.
Another example of geometric quantities that
transform as components of a nontrivial five-tensor
are parameters of Poincare transformations. Let us
recall that the symmetry properties of flat space-time
can be formulated as a principle similar to the one
presented above, only now instead of local Lorentz
coordinates one should speak of global Lorentz coor-
dinate systems. It is evident that in this case the lat-
ter are used only as a tool for constructing the equiva-
lent fields. By itself, the replacement of a given set of
fields with an equivalent set, which is nothing but an
active field transformation, is an invariant procedure
and can be considered without referring to any coor-
dinates. However, depending on how the latter are
selected, a given field transformation will correspond
to different coordinate transformations. Let us now
find how the parameters of these coordinate trans-
formations change as one passes from one system of
Lorentz coordinates to another.
The idea of the following calculation is very simple.
One selects some set of fields and a system of Lorentz
coordinates, and by means of an arbitrary Poincare
transformation constructs the equivalent set of fields.
One then considers another system of Lorentz coor-
dinates and determines the precise Poincare transfor-
mation that one has to make in these new coordinates
to obtain the same set of equivalent fields. Finally,
one expresses the parameters of this second Poincare
transformation in terms of the parameters of the first
one.
As a set of fields it is convenient to choose the
covariant coordinates associated with the selected
Lorentz coordinate system xα, i.e. the four scalar
fields ϕ(α) such that
ϕ(α)(Q) = ηαβx
β(Q)
at every point Q. Let us consider an arbitrary
Poincare transformation that corresponds to the co-
ordinate transformation
xα → yα = xβL
β
α + bα. (24)
The equivalent fields obtained by this transformation
are
ϕequiv(α) = yα = xβL
β
α + bα.
Let us now consider another system of Lorentz coor-
dinates:
x′α = Λαβx
β + aα.
In these new coordinates the original fields acquire
the form
ϕ(α) = (x
′
β − aβ)Λ
β
α,
and the equivalent fields are
ϕequiv(α) = (x
′
γ − aγ)Λ
γ
βL
β
α + bα.
One should now present the right-hand side of the
latter equation as
ϕequiv(α) = (y
′
β − aβ)Λ
β
α,
where
y′α ≡ x
′
βL
′β
α + b
′
α,
and then express L′βα and b
′
α in terms of L
β
α and bα.
Straightforward calculations give
L′αβ = Λ
α
σL
σ
τ (Λ
−1)τβ
b′β = bτ (Λ
−1)τβ + aβ − aρΛ
ρ
σL
σ
τ (Λ
−1)τβ ,
(25)
which shows that the quantities T AB defined as
T αβ = L
α
β , T
5
β = bβ , T
α
5 = 0, and T
5
5 = 1,
transform as components of a five-tensor of rank
(1, 1).
It is also interesting to find the transformation
formulae for the parameters of infinitesimal Poicare
transformations. In this case the matrix Lαβ in equa-
tion (24) can be presented as
Lαβ = δ
α
β +
1
2 (δ
α
ν ηβµ − δ
α
µηβν)ω
µν ,
where ωµν = −ωνµ, and both ωµν and bα are in-
finitesimals. From formulae (25) one obtains
ω′µν = ΛµαΛ
ν
βω
αβ and b′µ = Λµν(b
ν − aαΛ
α
β ω
νβ),
which shows that the quantities RAB defined as
Rµν = ωµν , Rµ5 = −R5µ = bµ, and R55 = 0,
transform as components of an antisymmetric five-
tensor of rank (2, 0). Tensors T AB and R
AB are dis-
cussed in more detail in part III of the long version
[5].
Let us now consider an example of physical quan-
tities that transform as components of a five-tensor:
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the canonical stress-energy and angular momentum
tensors, Θµα and M
µ
αβ .
Let us begin by writing out the formulae that ex-
press the components of these two tensors in one
Lorentz coordinate system in terms of their compo-
nents in another Lorentz coordinate system. If the
two coordinate systems are related as in equation
(18), then
Θ′µα = Λ
µ
ν Θ
ν
β (Λ
−1)βα,
M ′µαβ = x
′
αΘ
′µ
β − x
′
βΘ
′µ
α +Σ
′µ
αβ
= ΛµνM
ν
στ (Λ
−1)σα(Λ
−1)τβ
+ aαΛ
µ
νΘ
ν
τ (Λ
−1)τβ
− aβΛ
µ
νΘ
ν
σ (Λ
−1)σα,
(26)
where Σµαβ is the spin angular momentum tensor.
With respect to their lower indices, Θµα and M
µ
αβ
are traditionally regarded as components of four-
tensors, and the fact that under space-time trans-
lations Mµαβ acquires additional terms proportional
to Θµα is interpreted as a consequence of one actu-
ally making a switch from one quantity—the angu-
lar momentum relative to the point xµ = 0, to an-
other quantity—the angular momentum relative to
the point x′µ = 0. Five-dimensional tangent vectors
enable one to give this fact a different interpretation,
which in several ways is more attractive.
One should notice that equations (26) coincide ex-
actly with the transformation formulae for compo-
nents in the P -basis of a tensor—let us denote it as
M—that has one (upper) four-vector index and two
(lower) five-vector indices and whose components are
related to Θµα and M
µ
αβ as follows:
Mµαβ =M
µ
αβ , M
µ
5α = Θ
µ
α
Mµα5 = −Θ
µ
α, M
µ
55 = 0.
(27)
This coincidence means that Θµα and M
µ
αβ can be re-
garded as components of a single five-tensor. Since
by definition Mµαβ = −M
µ
βα, this tensor is antisym-
metric in its lower (five-vector) indices.
Such an interpretation of Θµα and M
µ
αβ implies
that there exists a single local physical quantity: the
stress–energy–angular momentum tensor M. The
belief that there are many different angular momemta
should now be regarded as merely a wrong impression
created by interpreting Θµα and M
µ
αβ as four-tensors:
in reality, all these angular momenta are simply the
components ofM in different five-vector bases.
There is now no difficulty in defining the angular
momentum density in curved space-time. To see how
this can be done, let us evaluate the components of
M in the O-basis. Using relations (23), one has
M = (xαΘ
µ
β − xβΘ
µ
α +Σ
µ
αβ) q˜
α ⊗ q˜β ⊗ Eµ
+ (Θµβ) q˜
5 ⊗ q˜β ⊗Eµ
+ (−Θµα) q˜
α ⊗ q˜5 ⊗Eµ
= Σµαβ o˜
α ⊗ o˜β ⊗Eµ
+ (Θµβ) o˜
5 ⊗ o˜β ⊗Eµ
+ (−Θµα) o˜
α ⊗ o˜5 ⊗ Eµ.
Thus, in the O-basis Mµαβ coincide with the compo-
nents of the spin angular momentum tensor. In the
case of flat space-time one gives preference to the P -
basis, since in it ∇µ = ∂µ, and, accordingly, theM
µ
αβ
components acquire additional terms proportional to
covariant Lorentz coordinates and to the components
Mµα5 and M
µ
5β. In the case of curved space-time,
where a global self-parallel basis does not exist, it
is more convenient to use a regular basis and have
Mµαβ = Σ
µ
αβ .
Let us now recall that canonical Θµα and M
µ
αβ
are defined as Noether currents corresponding to
Poincare transformations and as such satisfy the fol-
lowing “conservation laws”:
∂µΘ
µ
α = 0
∂µM
µ
αβ = ηαµΘ
µ
β − ηβµΘ
µ
α + ∂µΣ
µ
αβ = 0.
One can now replace these two four-tensor equations
with a single covariant five-tensor equation:
Mµαβ;µ = 0, (28)
where it has been taken into account that in the P -
basis all five-vector connection coefficients are zero.
It is interesting to see how equation (28) works in the
O-basis. One has
Mµ5α;µ = ∂µM
µ
5α −M
µ
AαG
A
5µ −M
µ
5AG
A
αµ
= ∂µΘ
µ
α −M
µ
55G
5
αµ = ∂µΘ
µ
α = 0
and
Mµαβ;µ = ∂µM
µ
αβ −M
µ
AβG
A
αµ −M
µ
αAG
A
βµ
= ∂µΣ
µ
αβ −Θ
µ
βG
5
αµ +Θ
µ
αG
5
βµ
= ∂µΣ
µ
αβ +Θ
µ
βηαµ −Θ
µ
αηβµ = 0.
Thus, one obtains the same conservation laws for Θµα
and Mµαβ, only now the terms proportional to Θ
µ
α
in the second equation come from connection coeffi-
cients.
6. The fact that five-dimensional tangent vectors
and the tensors associated with them enable one
to give a coordinate-independent description to fi-
nite and infinitesimal Poincare transformations and
to describe as a single local object such quantities
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as the stress-energy and angular momentum tensors,
should be thought of only as a reason for considering
five-vectors in the first place and for making an ex-
ploratory study of their basic properties. If this were
all there is to it, i.e. if five-vectors only enabled one
to present certain geometric quantities and the rela-
tions between them in a mathematically more attrac-
tive form, such vectors would hardly be of particular
interest both to physicists, who typically do not care
much for fancy mathematics unless it enables them
to formulate new physical concepts, and to mathe-
maticians, who would consider five-vectors as merely
a particular combination of already known mathe-
matical constructions. A more important reason why
the concept of a five-dimensional tangent vector is
worth considering is that it enables one to extend
the notion of the affine connection on a manifold and
of the connections which physicists call gauge fields,
and thereby at no cost at all, i.e. without changing
the manifold in any way and without introducing new
gauge groups, to obtain new geometric properties of
space-time in the form of a new kind of torsion and
a new kind of gauge fields.
Before discussing these applications of five-vectors
in more detail, let me say a few words about the five-
vector generalization of exterior differential calculus,
which is considered in detail in part IV of the long ver-
sion [6]. This latter generalization is more a technical
necessity—a necessity in replacing ordinary tangent
vectors with five-vectors in all the formulae related to
integration of differential forms and to exterior dif-
ferentiation of the latter. Apart from allowing one
to present certain relations in a more elegant form,
for scalar-valued forms this generalization is equiva-
lent to ordinary exterior calculus, which was to be
expected since five-vectors in this case are used only
for characterizing the infinitesimal elements of inte-
gration volumes, and the latter are not changed in
any way themselves and are not endowed with any
new additional structure.
Let us now discuss the five-vector generalization of
the covariant derivative. Above, the latter has been
introduced for five-vector fields, which is equivalent
to introducing a map
∇ : D×F → F, (29)
where F is the set of all five-vector fields and D is the
set of all four-vector fields (derivations). Considering
the way five-vectors are related to four-vectors, one
can regard the structure defined on space-time by this
map as an extension of the structure defined on it by
ordinary (four-vector) affine connection.
The next step is to replace the operator ∇U with
the operator ∇u defined by the equation
∇u = ∇U for u ∈ U.
It is obvious that ∇u is absolutely equivalent to ∇U,
however, unlike the latter, it formally depends on a
five-vector. From the above definition it follows that
∇u = ∇(uZ ) for any u, so the replacement of ∇U
with ∇u is equivalent to replacing map (29) with a
map
∇ : FZ ×F → F, (30)
where FZ is the subset of all five-vector fields from F
represented by purely differential operators. It now
seems natural to make one more step in generalizing
the concept of affine connection to five-vectors and
consider a map
✷ : F × F → F,
which I will call the five-vector affine connection. The
image of a pair of fields (u,v) with respect to ✷ will
be denoted as ✷uv and will be called the five-vector
covariant derivative of field v in the direction of field
u. To give ✷ a formal definition, one should formu-
late certain requirements that should be satisfied by
✷, similar to the requirements one usually imposes
on ∇. Two such requirements are quite obvious:
✷(fu+gv)w = f · ✷uw + g · ✷vw, (31a)
✷u(v +w) = ✷uv + ✷uw (31b)
for any scalar functions f and g and any five-vector
fields u, v, and w. To make a rational choice of the
analog of the requirement on ∇ that expresses the
Leibniz rule in application to the product of a four-
vector field and a scalar function, one should first
formulate explicitly the condition that the structure
defined on space-time by ✷ is an extension of the
structure defined on it by ∇. The latter statement
apparently means that the restriction of ✷ to FZ ×
F should coincide with map (30), which in its turn
means that
✷(uZ) = ∇u (32)
for any five-vector field u. Together with requirement
(31a), the latter equation yields
✷u = ∇u + λu ✷i, (33)
where i is the five-vector from E that corresponds to
the unity value of the parameter: λi = 1. Since the
elements of E do not correspond to any direction in
space-time, it will be assumed that ✷i is a purely
algebraic operator, so that for any five-vector field v
and any function f ,
✷i(fv) = f · ✷iv. (34)
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From the latter equation and formula (33) one ob-
tains the relation
✷u(fv) = ∂uf · v + f · ✷uv, (31c)
which is the desired analog of the chain rule for ✷.
Let us now define the action of ✷ on scalar func-
tions. Considering what has been said above, it seems
reasonable to think that the action of ✷u on an arbi-
trary scalar function f should produce a sum of the
derivative ∂uf and a term of the form aλuf , where a
is a constant. One should now notice that if one adds
to ✷ a term proportional to λu1, one will obtain an
operator that will still satisfy requirements (31), but
whose action on scalar functions will be different. In
particular, one can select this additional term in such
a way that the action of the resulting operator on f
would yield ∂uf . In the following, the notation ✷u
will refer to this particular choice of the five-vector
covariant derivative operator, and so
✷uf = ∂uf.
From the latter equation and equation (31c) it is
seen that the action of ✷ on the product of two scalar
functions and on the product of a scalar function and
a five-vector field obeys the Leibniz rule. One may
assume that the same rule holds for the contraction
and tensor product. This will enable one to define the
action of ✷ on an arbitrary five-vector 1-form field s˜
according to the formula
< ✷us˜,v > = ∂u< s˜,v > − < s˜, ✷uv >
for any five-vector field v, and, by induction, on the
fields of all other five-tensors according to the formula
✷u(m⊗ n) = ✷um⊗ n + m⊗ ✷un,
where m and n are any two five-tensor fields.
There is one more constraint that should be im-
posed on ✷, which enables one to define in a natural
way the action of ✷ on four-vector fields. Namely,
one should require that
v ≡ w (mod R) =⇒ ✷uv ≡ ✷uw (mod R), (35)
where R is the equivalence relation on V5 considered
earlier. The derivative ✷uV of an arbitrary four-
vector field V can then be defined as the equivalence
class with respect to R of all the fields of the form
✷uv with v ∈ V.
Let us now introduce the analogs of connection co-
efficients for ✷. For a given set of five-vector basis
fields eA, it is natural to define the latter according
to the equation
✷AeB = eCH
C
BA,
where ✷A ≡ ✷eA . The quantitiesH
A
BC will be called
five-vector connection coefficients. If eA is a regular
basis, then from equation (32) it follows that
HABµ = G
A
Bµ,
where GABµ are the connection coefficients associated
with ∇. Furthermore, from condition (35) it follows
that in any standard five-vector basis
Hα5B = 0 (36)
at all α and B. In the usual way one can obtain
the transformation formula for five-vector connection
coefficients corresponding to the transformation e′A =
eBL
B
A:
H ′ABC = (L
−1)ADH
D
EF L
E
B L
F
C +(L
−1)AD (∂FL
D
B)L
F
C .
If both bases are standard, one will have
H ′AB5 = (L
−1)ADH
D
E5 L
E
B L
5
5,
so the coefficients HAB5 transform as components of
a five-tensor and therefore cannot be nullified at a
given space-time point by an appropriate choice of
the five-vector basis fields.
The interpretation of the five-vector covariant
derivative is discussed in detail in part V of the long
version [7]. In particular, it is shown that ✷ can be
regarded as the operator of a derivative calculated
by using certain rules of parallel transport for the
vectors and tensors which are the values of the dif-
ferentiated fields, but the properties of this transport
will differ from the usual ones in that the derivative
along a parametrized curve whose tangent four-vector
isU+V in general will no longer equal the sum of the
derivative along a curve whose tangent four-vector is
U and the derivative along a curve whose tangent
four-vector is V. For more details the reader is re-
ferred to paper [7].
The derivative ✷ can also be defined for the fields
whose values are some abstract vectors or tensors that
have no direct relation to the space-time manifold. In
the following such vectors and tensors will be referred
to as nonspacetime vectors and tensors.
Let us consider a set V of fields whose values are
some n-dimensional nonspacetime vectors, which I
will denote with small capital Roman letters with an
arrow: ~A, ~B, ~C, etc. Defining an ordinary covariant
derivative for such fields is equivalent to fixing a map
∇ : D× V → V ,
or an equivalent map
∇ : FZ × V → V . (37)
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If ~Ei (i = 1, . . . , n) is some set of basis fields in V , then
the corresponding connection coefficients, which I will
refer to as gauge fields, are defined by the equation
∇µ~Ei = ~EjA
j
iµ.
In a similar manner one can formally define the five-
vector covariant derivative for the fields from V . This
is equivalent to fixing a map
✷ : F × V → V , (38)
which will be regarded as an extension of map (37),
so in this case, too, the operators ✷ and ∇ will be
related as in equation (32). In addition to this, map
(38) should satisfy three requirements similar to re-
quirements (31) for five-vector fields, which I will not
present here.
The connection coefficients corresponding to
derivative (38), which I will call five-vector gauge
fields, are defined by the equation
✷A~Ei = ~EjB
j
iA. (39)
It is apparent that in any regular five-vector basis
Bijµ = A
i
jµ
for any i, j, and µ. In the usual manner one can
obtain the formula for transformation of five-vector
gauge fields under the transformation ~E ′i = ~EjL
j
i of
the basis fields in V :
B′ ijA = (L
−1)ikB
k
lA L
l
j + (L
−1)ik ∂AL
k
j .
From this formula it follows that in any standard five-
vector basis
B′ ij5 = (L
−1)ikB
k
l5 L
l
j ,
so the fields Bij5 transform as components of a tensor
of rank (1, 1) over V . This latter fact, together with
the facts that Bij5 are Lorentz scalars and that in
the equations of motion for matter fields they will
appear at the place where the mass parameter usually
stands, may suggest that some of these new gauge
fields can effectively play the role of Higgs fields. A
more detailed discussion of five-vector gauge fields
can be found in Ref. [7].
7. Before turning to the next item, it is necessary to
say a few words about the properties of five-vector
bivectors. It is a simple matter to see that any such
bivector A can be uniquely presented as a sum of two
terms: (i) a bivector made only of five-vectors from
Z and (ii) a wedge product of a five-vector from E
and some other five-vector. In the following, these
two parts of A will be referred to as its Z- and E-
components, respectively, and will be denoted as AZ
and AE .
Since Z endowed with the inner product h is iso-
morphic to V4, to the Z-component of A one can put
into correspondence a certain four-vector bivector. If
eA is an active regular basis and Eα is the associated
four-vector basis, then the components of this four-
vector bivector in the basis Eα ⊗ Eβ equal the com-
ponents Aαβ of A in the basis eA ⊗ eB. In a similar
way, since the subspace of five-vector bivectors with
the zero Z-component is isomorphic to V4, too, to the
E-component of A one can put into correspondence a
certain four-vector. For practical reasons, it is conve-
nient to establish the isomorphism between the above
two vector spaces by supposing that the former is en-
dowed not with the inner product induced by h, but
with the inner product that differs from the latter
by the factor ξ−1. In this case the components of
the mentioned four-vector in the basis Eα introduced
above will equal the components Aα5 of the bivector
A in the basis eA ⊗ eB.
Let us now introduce a new kind of derivative
whose argument is a five-vector bivector and which,
in view of this, will be called the bivector derivative.
Let us first define it for scalar, four-vector and four-
tensor fields in flat space-time. To this end, let us
consider the group of global active Poincare tranfor-
mations of the indicated fields and distinguish in it
some one-parameter family H that inludes the iden-
tity transformation. Let us denote the parameter of
this family as s and the image of an arbitrary field
G under a transformation from H as Πs{G}. It is
convenient to take that the identity transformation
corresponds to s = 0.
For the selected one-parameter family H and for
any sufficiently smooth field G from the indicated
class of fields, one can define the derivative
DHG ≡ (d/ds)Πs{G}|s=0, (40)
which apparently is a field of the same type as G. It is
also apparent that for every type of fields, the opera-
tors DH corresponding to all possible one-parameter
families H make up a ten-dimensional real vector
space, which is nothing but the representation of the
Lie algebra of the Poincare group that corresponds to
the considered type of fields.
Let us introduce in space-time some system of
global Lorentz coordinates xα and select a basis in
the space of operators DH consisting of the six oper-
ators Mµν that correspond to rotations in the planes
xµxν (µ < ν) and of the four operators Pµ that cor-
respond to translations along the coordinate axes. If
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one parametrizes the indicated transformations with
the parameters ωαβ and bα introduced earlier, then
for an arbitrary scalar function f one will have
Pµf(x) = ∂µf(x)
Mµνf(x) = xν∂µf(x)− xµ∂νf(x) ;
(41)
for an arbitrary four-vector field U one will have
(PµU)
α(x) = ∂µU
α(x)
(MµνU)
α(x) = xν∂µU
α(x)− xµ∂νU
α(x)
+ (Mµν)
α
β U
β(x),
(42)
where (Mµν)
α
β ≡ δ
α
ν gµβ−δ
α
µ gνβ and the components
correspond to the Lorentz four-vector basis associ-
ated with the selected coordinates; and so on.
It is a simple matter to see that with transition to
another system of Lorentz coordinates, the quantities
MµνG and PµG transform respectively as the µν- and
µ5-components of a five-vector 2-form in the P -basis.
Consequently, the field
DG ≡ M|µν|G · q˜
µ ∧ q˜ν + PµG · q˜
µ ∧ q˜5, (43)
where q˜A is the basis of five-vector 1-forms dual to
the P -basis pA associated with the selected Lorentz
coordinate system, will be the same at any choice
of the latter. From definition (43) it follows that at
every point in space-time
PµG = < DG , pµ ∧ p5 >
MµνG = < DG , pµ ∧ pν >,
and basing on these relations one can regard PµG and
MµνG as particular values of a derivative whose ar-
gument is a five-vector bivector. For an arbitrary
Lorentz coordinate system one will have
PµG = Dpµ∧p5G and MµνG = Dpµ∧pνG, (44)
where pA is the P -basis associated with these coordi-
nates. Comparing the latter formulae with formulae
(41) at the origin, one can see that for any active
regular basis eA and any scalar function f ,
Deµ∧e5f = ∂eµf and Deµ∧eνf = 0. (45)
From these equations it follows that at the point with
coordinates xα,
Dpµ∧p5f = DpZµ ∧p5f = Deµ∧e5f = ∂eµf = ∂µf
and
Dpµ∧pνf = Deµ∧eνf + xνDeµ∧e5f + xµDe5∧eνf
= xν∂µf − xµ∂νf,
which is in agreement with formulae (41) in the gen-
eral case (in the latter two chains of equations and in
equations (46) and (47) that follow, eA denotes the
O-basis associated with the considered coordinates).
Comparing formulae (44) with formulae (42) at the
origin, one can see that for any Lorentz four-vector
basis Eα,
Deµ∧e5Eα = 0 and Deµ∧eνEα = Eβ (Mµν)
β
α. (46)
Consequently, for any such basis,
DpA∧pBEα = DeA∧eBEα (47)
at allA and B. From the properties of Poincare trans-
formations and from definition (40) it follows that for
any scalar function f and any four-vector field V,
DpA∧pB (fV) = DpA∧pBf ·V + f · DpA∧pBV, (48)
which together with equations (46) and (47) gives for-
mulae (42) for an arbitrary four-vector field U. Simi-
lar formulae can be obtained for all other four-tensor
fields.
One can now consider a more general derivative
than DH by allowing the one-parameter family H to
vary from point to point. Everywhere below, when
speaking of the bivector derivative I will refer to this
more general type of differentiation. According to
the results obtained above, any such derivative can
be uniquely fixed by specifying a certain field of five-
vector bivectors. Therefore, by analogy with the co-
variant derivative, for any type of fields D can be
formally regarded as a map that puts into correspon-
dence to every pair consisting of a bivector field and
a field of the considered type another field of that
type. For example, the bivector derivative for four-
vector fields can be viewed as a map
F∧F ×D→ D, (49)
where F∧F is the set of all fields of five-vector bivec-
tors. From the definition of the bivector derivative it
follows that map (49) has the following formal proper-
ties: for any scalar functions f and g, any four-vector
fields U and V, and any bivector fields A and B,
D(fA+gB)U = f · DAU+ g · DBU (50a)
DA(U+V) = DAU+ DAV (50b)
DA(fU) = DAf ·U+ f · DAU. (50c)
In the third equation, the action of D on the function
f is determined by the rules:
D(A+B)f = DAf + DBf,
DAZ f = 0, DAEf = ∂Af,
(51)
where A denotes the four-vector field that corre-
sponds to the E-component of A.
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The properties of D presented above are similar to
the three main properties of the covariant derivative
which are used for defining the latter formally. Using
properties (50) for the same purpose is not very con-
venient, since to define the bivector derivative com-
pletely one has to supplement them with the formu-
lae that determine the relation of D to the space-time
metric, and usually from such relations one is already
able to derive part of the properties expressed by
equations (50). As an example, let us present the
formulae that express the operator D in terms of the
operator ∇· of the torsion-free g-conserving covariant
derivative and of the linear local operator M̂ defined
below, both of which are completely determined by
the metric. For an arbitrary four-vector field U one
has:
DAEU = ∇·AU and DAZU = M̂BU, (52)
whereA, as in definition (51), denotes the four-vector
field corresponding to the E-component of A, B de-
notes the field of four-vector bivectors corresponding
to the Z-component of A, and the operator M̂, which
depends linearly on its argument, has the following
components in an arbitrary four-vector basis Eα:
M̂Eα∧EβEµ = Eν(Mαβ)
ν
µ.
It is easy to see that properties (50b) and (50c) follow
from formulae (52) and property (50a), and property
(50a) itself follows from equations (52) and the fol-
lowing simpler property:
D(A+B)U = DAU+ DBU,
which is similar to the first equation in definition (51)
and which, together with equations (52), can serve as
a definition of the bivector derivative for four-vector
fields.
For the bivector derivative one can define the
analogs of connection coefficients. Namely, for any
set of basis four-vector fields Eα and any set of basis
five-vector fields eA one puts
DABEµ = EνΓ
ν
µAB, (53)
where DAB ≡ DeA∧eB . According to equations (46),
for any Lorentz four-vector basis and any standard
five-vector basis associated with it, one has
Γµνα5 = −Γ
µ
ν5α = 0
Γµναβ = −Γ
µ
νβα = (Mαβ)
µ
ν .
(54)
The bivector connection coefficients for all other bases
can be found either by using the following transfor-
mation formula:
Γ′µνAB = (Λ
−1)µσΓ
σ
τSTΛ
τ
νL
S
AL
T
B
+ (Λ−1)µσ(DSTΛ
σ
ν)L
S
AL
T
B ,
(55)
which corresponds to the transformations E′α =
EβΛ
β
α and e
′
A = eBL
B
A of the four- and five-vector
basis fields, or by using formulae (52). In particular,
for an arbitrary four-vector basis and the correspond-
ing active regular five-vector basis one has
Γµνα5 = Γ
µ
να and Γ
µ
ναβ = (Mαβ)
µ
ν , (56)
where Γµνα are ordinary four-vector connection coef-
ficients associated with ∇· .
In order to define the bivector derivative for scalar,
four-vector and four-tensor fields in the case of ar-
bitrary Riemannian geometry, one may observe that
in the case of flat space-time D is determined only
by the metric, and since with respect to its metric
properties any sufficiently smooth space-time mani-
fold is locally flat, the bivector derivative in the gen-
eral case can be defined by postulating that in lo-
cal Lorentz coordinates it has the same form at any
space-time geometry. For scalar fields this means that
the bivector derivative of an arbitrary function f is
given by formula (45), where eA is now an active reg-
ular basis at the considered point. For four-vector
fields the above assertion means that the bivector
derivative of the basis fields Eα corresponding to any
system of local Lorentz coordinates at the considered
point is given by formula (46), where eA is the asso-
ciated active regular five-vector basis. Furthermore,
one should assume that in the general case, too, the
bivector derivative has the properties expressed by
equations (50), which will enable one to define the
derivative DAW of any four-vector fieldW along any
five-vector bivector A, and that the bivector deriva-
tive of the contraction and tensor product obeys the
Leibniz rule, which will enable one to define the ac-
tion of operator D on all other four-tensor fields.
The bivector derivative in the general case can also
be defined without referring to local Lorentz coor-
dinates. Instead, one can postulate that as in the
case of flat space-time, it is expressed according to
formulae (51) and (52) for scalar fields in terms of
the directional derivative and for four-vector fields in
terms of the torsion-free g-conserving ordinary covari-
ant derivative ∇· and of the local operator M̂ intro-
duced above.
8. The bivector derivative defined above possesses
one important property: at any five-vector affine con-
nection ✷ with respect to which the metric tensor g is
covariantly constant, the five-vector covariant deriva-
tive of any scalar, four-vector or four-tensor field is
expressed linearly in terms of its bivector derivatives.
More precisely this property can be formulated as
follows: at any given five-vector affine connection for
which ✷g = 0, at each space-time point there exists
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such a linear map σ from the tangent space of five-
vectors to the tangent space of five-vector bivectors
that for any five-vector u at that point
✷u G = Dσ(u) G (57)
for any field G from the considered class of fields.
Owing to the linearity of σ, the image σ(u) can be
presented as a contraction of u with a certain five-
vector 1-form, s˜, whose values are five-vector bivec-
tors. In any active regular basis this 1-form has the
components
sα5A = −s
5α
A = δ
α
A and s
αβ
A = S
αβ
A, (58)
where SαβA are the components of another five-vector
1-form, S˜, whose values are four-vector bivectors and
which can be regarded as a generalization of the so-
called contorsion tensor. In terms of the derivatives
✷ and ∇· and operator M̂, this latter 1-form can be
defined as follows: for any four-vector field W and
any five-vector u
(✷u −∇· u)W = M̂<S˜,u>W. (59)
From the fact that Poincare transformations con-
serve the inner product g for four-vectors it follows
that the bivector derivative of the metric tensor is
identically zero, which means that requiring equation
(57) to hold is equivalent to requiring g to be covari-
antly constant. As one will see below, this fact can
be used to specify another particular case of the con-
nection for five-vector fields, which is more general
than the one considered above, the one where there
exist local symmetry (13).
To explain the role equation (57) will play, let us go
back and see how one arrives at the symmetry prin-
ciple (13). As is known, in general relativity two con-
straints are imposed on ordinary (four-vector) con-
nection: (i) that with respect to it the metric tensor
be covariantly constant and (ii) that ∇ be torsion-
free. Let us now try to determine the corresponding
connection for five-vector fields. If one simply gener-
alizes the above two constraints on ordinary connec-
tion to the case of five-vector fields, i.e. if one requires
that the inner product h regarded as a five-tensor be
covariantly constant and that five-vector torsion be
identically zero2, one will obtain a connection given
2By analogy with its four-vector counter-part, five-vector
torsion can be defined as a five-vector-valued five-vector 2-form
whose contraction with any five-vector bivector u ∧ v equals
(or is proportional to)
∇uv −∇vu− [u,v],
where [u,v] is the commutator of the five-vector fields u and
v, which by definition is a five-vector field whose action on any
by equations (11), (12) and (14) with κ = 0, at which,
as it has been pointed out above, talking about five-
vectors just does not make sense. It is not difficult to
show that to enable a five-vector from Z to acquire
a nonzero E-component in the process of transport
at the same type of connection for four-vector fields,
one has to weaken the constraint ∇h = 0, replacing
it with the less stringent requirement ∇g = 0, where
g is regarded as a five-tensor. Together with the re-
quirement of zero five-vector torsion (and condition
(10), which is always assumed to be imposed) this
weaker constraint will give one the desired connec-
tion for four-vector fields, but for the connection co-
efficients that determine the E-component of a trans-
ported five-vector one will obtain only that in any
regular basis G55µ = G
5
[µν] = 0, whereas the sym-
metric part of G5µν will be completely undetermined.
To fix the connection for five-vector fields in this
particular case more precisely, one can use a trick
which is often done in mathematics: one should
replace the mentioned constraints on ∇ for four-
vector fields with different but equivalent require-
ments whose generalization to the case of five-vector
fields would determine not only G55µ and G
5
[µν], but
also the symmetric part of G5µν (at least up to nor-
malization). The analog of symmetry principle (13)
for four-vector fields is just this equivalent require-
ment.
Let us now consider a more general case of ordinary
affine connection where the latter is constrained only
by the requirement of covariant constancy of g, and
find the corresponding connection ∇ for five-vector
fields. If one imposes only condition (10) and the re-
quirement ∇g = 0 for g regarded as a five-tensor,
one will obtain a connection for which there hold
equations (11) and (12), in which Γαβµ are the stan-
dard connection coefficients for four-vector fields in
the Riemann-Cartan geomentry. However, both G55µ
and G5µν will now be completely arbitrary. This ar-
bitrariness can be reduced by using the same trick as
above: the constraint ∇g = 0 for four-vector fields
should be replaced with an equivalent requirement
whose generalization to the case of five-vector fields
would fix the connection coefficients G55µ and G
5
µν
to a greater extent. It turns out that to this end one
can use equation (57) with ✷ replaced by ∇. As a re-
sult, one will obtain a connection for five-vector fields
which is completely fixed by space-time metric and by
ordinary four-vector torsion or, equivalently, by the
metric and by the components Sαβµ of the 1-form S˜
scalar function f is given by the formula
[u,v]f = u(vf) − v(uf).
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introduced above, as is readily seen from relation (32)
and definition (59). Moreover, the same method can
be used to specify a still more general case of the
connection for five-vector fields, where instead of ∇
one has ✷, and the latter satisfies equation (57) in
its original form.
It is evident that in order to generalize equation
(57) to the case of five-vector fields one should first
define for the latter the notion of the bivector deriva-
tive. As in the case of four-vector fields, in flat space-
time this can be done according to formula (40),
where G is now an arbitrary five-vector field. From
formula (19) one then obtains that for an arbitrary
O-basis
GABµ5 = 0 and G
A
Bµν = (Mµν)
A
B, (60)
where (MKL)
A
B ≡ δ
A
L gKB−δ
A
K gLB (according to the
definition of g for five-vectors, in any standard basis
gα5 = g5α = g55 = 0) and the bivectors connection
coefficients are defined according to the formula
DKLeA = eBG
B
AKL.
In the case of arbitrary Riemannian geometry the
bivector derivative for five-vector fields can be de-
fined by postulating that formulae (60) hold for any
active regular basis associated with a system of local
Lorentz coordinates at the considered point.
Though such a definition of the bivector deriva-
tive for five-vector fields is quite permissible, it is
not difficult to see that in that case the relation be-
tween ✷ and D expressed by equation (57) cannot
exist. Indeed, the five-vector covariant derivative of
an arbitrary field represented by a purely differential
operator will in general have a nonzero E-component,
whereas the bivector derivative of any such field de-
fined as described above will always have a zero E-
component, as is readily seen from equations (60).
In view of this, if one does wish that equation (57)
could hold for five-vector fields as well, one should
try to define the derivative D for the latter in some
other way. To see how this can be done, let us first
observe that since the five-vector covariant derivative
✷ possesses property (35), for the bivector derivative
one should require that
v ≡ w (mod R) =⇒ DAv ≡ DAw (mod R)
for any bivector field A. Furthermore, it seems rea-
sonable to suppose that as in the case of four-vector
fields, the bivector derivative of any five-vector field
should be determined only by space-time metric, and
since with respect to its metric properties flat space-
time is homogeneous and isotropic, one should require
that in the case of the latter the bivector connection
coefficients have the same form for any O-basis. It is
not difficult to show that the most general form of the
bivector connection coefficients for such a basis that
satisfy the above two requirements is the following:
GABµ5 ∝ (Mµ5)
A
B and G
A
Bµν = (Mµν)
A
B.
It is apparent that equations (60) are a particular
case of the latter formulae, where the proportionality
factor in the first relation is zero. To find the value of
this factor at which equation (57) could hold, one may
consider the particular case of five-vector connection
where ✷5 = 0 and where there exists local symmetry
(13). This way for an arbitrary O-basis one finds that
GABµ5 = − (Mµ5)
A
B and G
A
Bµν = (Mµν)
A
B . (61)
By using the obvious formula for transformation of
bivector connection coefficients one can find that for
an arbitrary active regular basis
Gαβµ5 = G
α
βµ, G
5
βµ5 = − gβµ,
GA5µ5 = 0, G
α
βµν = (Mµν)
α
β ,
(62)
where Gαβµ are the connection coefficients associated
with the torsion-free g-conserving ordinary covariant
derivative ∇· fixed for five-vector fields by equations
(11), (12) and (14). From the latter formulae it fol-
lows that the operator DA defined this way can be
presented as a sum of the operator ∇· , whose argu-
ment will be the five-vector from Z that corresponds
to the E-component of A, and of the local operator
M̂, whose components in any standard five-vector ba-
sis are (MKL)
A
B and whose argument will be the Z-
component of A. For an arbitrary field u one will
thus have
DAu = ∇· au+ M̂AZu, (63)
where a is the five-vector from Z that corresponds to
AE . To define the bivector derivative for five-vector
fields in the case of arbitrary Riemannian geometry
one can either postulate that formulae (61) hold for
any active regular basis associated with a system of
local Lorentz coordinates at the considered point or
postulate that relation (63) holds in curved space-
time as well.
Requiring equation (57) to be valid for an arbitrary
five-vector field G, one obtains the following relation
between the connection coefficients associated with
✷ and D:
HABC = G
A
BKL s
|KL|
C .
By using formulae (58) and (62), for an arbitrary ac-
tive regular basis one finds that
Hαβµ = G
α
βµ − s
α
βµ, H
α
β5 = −s
α
β5,
Hα5µ = H
α
55 = 0, H
5
βµ = − gβµ,
H5β5 = H
5
5µ = H
5
55 = 0,
(64)
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where sαβC ≡ gβωs
αω
C . This particular connection
for five-vector fields and the rules of parallel transport
that correspond to it are discussed in more detail in
part VI of the long version [8].
9. Let us now derive a possible set of field equations
that would determine the geometry of space-time in
the case of connection (64). To this end, let us first
introduce the five-vectors analog of the curvature ten-
sor, R. The latter can be defined in the usual man-
ner: as a five-vector 2-form whose values are tensors
of rank (1, 1) over V5 and whose contraction with any
five-vector bivector u ∧ v equals
✷u✷v − ✷v✷u − ✷[u,v].
From the latter formula one can easily obtain a fa-
miliar expression for the components of R in a five-
vector basis for which all the commutators are zero,
in terms of the corresponding five-vector connection
coefficients:
RABCD = ∂CH
A
BD − ∂DH
A
BC
+HAKCH
K
BD −H
A
KDH
K
BC .
For the connection that satisfies condition (57) one
finds that in any active regular basis
Rα5CD = R
5
5CD = 0, R
α
βµν = R
(∇)α
βµν ,
Rαβµ5 = −{ ∂µs
α
β5 +H
α
ωµs
ω
β5 + s
α
ω5H
ω
βµ },
R5βCD = − 2gβωs
ω
[CD],
(65)
where R(∇)αβµν are the components of the Rie-
mann tensor corresponding to the ordinary covariant
derivative ∇ related to ✷ according to equation (32),
in the associated four-vector basis. From the fact that
g is covariantly constant it follows that
gαωR
ω
βCD + gβωR
ω
αCD = 0.
This property of R and the property of the latter
expressed by the first double equation in (65) enable
one to associate with it a certain five-vector 2-form,
K, whose values are five-vector bivectors and whose
components are related to those of R as follows:
KAβCD = −K
βA
CD = g
βωRAωCD,
where gβω is the inverse of the 4×4 matrix gβω. From
formulae (65) one finds that in any active regular ba-
sis
Kα5CD = −K
5α
CD = 2s
α
[CD],
Kαβµ5 = −{ ∂µs
αβ
5 +H
α
ωµs
ωβ
5 +H
β
ωµs
αω
5 },
Kαβµν = g
βωR(∇)αωµν .
(66)
Let us now consider a situation where one has sev-
eral matter fields, ~Uℓ, whose values can be vectors or
tensors of any nature (the index ℓ lables the fields,
not their components) and where the Lagrangian L
that describes these fields is a function of the values of
the fields themselves and of their five-vector covariant
derivatives. As in ordinary theory, from the require-
ment of local isotropy and homogeneity of space-time
one can derive certain relations, from which, by using
the equations of motion for the considered fields, one
can then derive equations that can be interpreted as a
conservation law for a certain tensor quantity whose
components in the limit of flat space-time coincide
with the five-vector analogs of the Noether currents
associated with the symmetry under global Poincare
transformations. As is shown in part VI of the long
version [8], this tensor quantity, which I will denote as
M, can be chosen to have the following components
in an active regular basis:
MAµ5 = −M
A
5µ = δ
A
µL−
∑
ℓ
∂L
∂( ✷A~Uℓ)
✷µ~Uℓ (67)
and
MAµν = −
∑
ℓ
∂L
∂( ✷A~Uℓ)
Dµν~Uℓ . (68)
The corresponding conservation laws are
(
∗
✷AM)
A
µ5 =M
A
STK
|ST |
µA, (
∗
✷AM)
A
µν = 0, (69)
where, as usual, the vertical bars around the indices
mean that summation extends only over K < L and
the operator
∗
✷A ≡ ✷A + 2 s
K
[AK] is the direct gen-
eralization of the corresponding four-vector operator
∗
∇α ≡ ∇α − 2T
ω
αω , where T
µ
αβ are the components
of four-vector torsion. By analogy with the usual
terminology, the expressions in the left-hand sides of
equations (69) will be called modified divergences.
It is apparent that the componentsMµ5α = −M
µ
α5
andMµαβ coincide with the components of the canon-
ical stress-energy and angular momentum tensors, re-
spectively, as is stated by equations (27). In addition
to these one has two new quantities:
M5µ5 = −M
5
5µ = −
∑
ℓ
∂L
∂( ✷5~Uℓ)
✷µ~Uℓ
and
M5µν = −
∑
ℓ
∂L
∂( ✷5~Uℓ)
Dµν~Uℓ ,
whose geometric interpretation will be discussed else-
where. Let us only observe that the first of these
quantities has no effect on the conservation laws for
M, since in the left-hand side of the first equation in
(69) it appears only in the term
M5σ5K
σ5
µ5 = 2M
5
σ5s
σ
[µ5] =M
5
σ5s
σ
µ5 ,
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and in the right-hand side of the same equation, only
in the term
(
∗
✷5M)
5
µ5 = M
5
µ5 ;5 + (H
K
K5 −H
K
5K)M
5
µ5
= −M5σ5H
σ
µ5 = M
5
σ5s
σ
µ5 .
Consequently, its contributions cancel out.
We are now ready to discuss the possible field equa-
tions for connection (64). Let us first observe that ✷
can be regarded as a composite structure consisting
of an ordinary affine connection∇, which is related to
✷ by equation (32), and of another structure, which
in the case we are now considering can be fixed by
a field of four-vector bivectors whose components in
any four-vector basis are proportional to the compo-
nents sαβ5 of the 1-form s˜ introduced above, in the
associated regular five-vector basis. Let us now re-
call that the Einstein and Kibble–Sciama equations
can be obtained from the action principle if the La-
grangian describing the geometry of space-time is
taken (in our notations) to be (−1/2k)R, where k
is Newton’s gravitational constant times 8πc−4 and
R is the curvature scalar constructed out of the four-
vector Riemann tensor, and the varied parameters are
the components of the metric tensor and the compo-
nents of the four-vector torsion tensor. Let us sup-
pose that the graviational equations in the case of
five-vector affine connection can be obtained in a sim-
ilar way. By virtue of equations (66) and owing to the
antisymmetry of the quantities sαβ5 in their upper in-
dices, one has
KABAB = 2K
α5
α5 +K
αβ
αβ
= 4sαα5 + g
βωR(∇)αωαβ = R ,
and since the components R(∇)αβµν are independent
of sαβ5, to obtain a full system of equations from the
action principle in the case of five-vector connection
(64), to the Lagrangian (−1/2k)R one should add
some additional term, which I will denote as Ladd.
Thus,
Lgeom = (−1/2k)R+ Ladd .
As varied parameters let us choose gµν and T
µ
αβ =
− sµ[αβ], and also the six quantities s
αβ
5. By direct
calculation one obtains the following equations:
G{µν} − (
∗
∇ω T
(mod))µων − (
∗
∇ω T
(mod))νωµ
+ kgµνLadd + 2k(δLadd/δgµν)
= kΘ{µν} + 12k(
∗
∇ωΣ )
µων
+ 12k(
∗
∇ωΣ )
νωµ − kgστs
σ{µ
5M
ν}τ5
,
(70)
then
(T (mod)µλν − T (mod) νλµ + T (mod) µνλ)
− kgλω(δLadd/δT
ω
µν )
= − 12k(Σ
µλν − Σ νλµ +Σµνλ),
(71)
and finally
δLadd/δs
αβ
5 =
1
2 M
5
αβ , (72)
where Gµν are the components of the four-vector Ein-
stein tensor, T (mod)µων = gµσgωτ (T νστ + δ
ν
σ T
ρ
τρ −
δντ T
ρ
σρ ), M
µν5 = gµσgντM 5στ , the derivative
∗
∇ω
acts on T (mod) and Σ as on four-tensors, and the com-
ponents of the stress-energy and angular momentum
tensors, Θµν and Σµνα are identified as in the conven-
sional theory of gravity with spin and torsion (see, for
example, review [9]). One should observe that none
of the components M 5µ5 act as a source.
Let us now try to select Ladd in such a way that
the field equations resulting from equations (70)–(72)
in which the role of the source is played byMαµ5 and
Mαµν would differ as little as possible from the Ein-
stein and Kibble–Sciama equations, respectively. In
the latter case this can be achieved quite easily: one
has only to require that Ladd be independent of T
α
µν .
Equation (71) will then give
T (mod)αβµ = − 12kΣ
αβµ, (73)
which is exactly the Kibble–Sciama equation that re-
lates four-vector torsion to spin.3 Substituting this
value of T (mod) into equation (70), one obtains
G{µν} + kgµνLadd + 2k(δLadd/δgµν)
= kΘ{µν} − kgστs
σ{µ
5M
ν}τ5
.
(74)
It is impossible in general to get rid of the second
term in the left-hand side of this equation, and as we
will see below, there is no need to. One can, however,
try to select Ladd in such a way that the last term in
the left-hand side would calcel out with the last term
in the right-hand side. This requirement gives one
the second condition on Ladd:
δLadd/δgµν = − 12gστs
σ{µ
5M
ν}τ5
, (75)
and equation (74) then acquires the form
G{µν} + kgµνLadd = kΘ
{µν}.
3Some authors hide the factor − 1
2
by defining the four-
vector torsion tensor with a different sign and by choosing a dif-
ferent normalization for the spin angular momentum. The sim-
plest way to compare the definitions of these quantities adopted
in a particular paper with ours is to evaluate the proportional-
ity factor between Σµ
αβ;µ
− 2T ωµω Σ
µ
αβ
and gβµΘ
µ
α − gαµΘ
µ
β
(in our case it is unity) and the proportionality factor between
T
µ
αβ
and Γα
[µν]
(in our case the latter is unity, too, provided
the definition of the four-vector connection coefficients is the
same as ours). The sign and normalization of the stress-energy
tensor is fixed by the condition that Θ00 be the energy density
of matter.
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As one can see, the symmetric parts of Gµν and
kΘµν are no longer equal to each other. However,
one can try to choose Ladd in such a way that the
antisymmetric parts of these tensors would coincide:
G[µν] = kΘ[µν]. (76)
If one succeeds, then after adding the latter two equa-
tions one will obtain
Gµν + kgµνLadd = kΘ
µν . (77)
To derive from requirement (76) a constraint on Ladd,
let us recall the differential identity that relates the
modified four-dimensional divergence of T (mod) to the
antisymmetric part of the Einstein tensor:
(
∗
∇αT
(mod))αµν = G[µν].
Combining this identity with equation (76) and using
(69) and (73), one finds that
Mµ 5ω s
ω
ν5 − s
µ
ω5M
ω 5
ν = 0, (78)
meaning that the quantities sµν5 andM
µ 5
ν regarded
as matrices with respect to the indices µ and ν should
commute with each other. Together with equation
(72), the latter relation gives us one more constraint
on Ladd.
Let us finally recall that in the case of arbitrary
four-vector torsion the Einstein tensor satisfies the
differential identity
(
∗
∇αG )
α
µ = R
στ
µα T
(mod)α
στ − 2T
σ
µα G
α
σ .
Combining the latter with equations (73) and (77)
and using (66) and (69), one obtains the last condi-
tion on Ladd:
∂µLadd =
1
2 { ∂µs
στ
5 +H
σ
ωµs
ωτ
5 +H
τ
ωµs
σω
5 }M
5
στ .
(79)
The simplest way to satisfy requirement (78) is to
take sστ5 proportional toM
5
στ . As one can see from
equation (72), for that one should choose
Ladd = a · gασgβτh
55sαβ5 s
στ
5, (80)
where a is a certain constant and the factor h55 has
been introduced so that the latter would not depend
on the normalization of the fifth basis vector. Ac-
cordingly, one has
2a h55sστ5 = 12 M
5
στ . (81)
It is a simple matter to check that at such Ladd con-
ditions (79) and (75) are also satisfied. Indeed, by
differentiating (80) and using the covariant constancy
of g, one obtains that
∂µLadd = 2a h
55sστ5 · s
στ
5 ;µ
= 12{ ∂µs
στ
5 +H
σ
ωµs
ωτ
5 +H
τ
ωµs
σω
5 }M
5
στ .
Similarly, by varying (80) with respect to gµν and
using (81), one obtains
δLadd = δgµν · 2a gστh
55sµσ5 s
ντ
5
= δgµν · { 12 gστs
µσ
5M
ντ5 } ,
whence follows (75).
The dimension of the constant a can be easily es-
tablished from formula (80). Since in the normal-
ized regular basis h55 is dimensionless and the com-
ponents sαβ5 have the same dimension as s
αβ
µ, the
expression following a in formula (80) should have
the same dimension as R, so a−1 should have the
same dimension as k. In view of this, one may put
a = (−1/2k) ̺, where ̺ is some unknown dimension-
less constant, whose value should be found experi-
mentally. One will then have
Lgeom = (−1/2k) (R+ ̺ · gασgβτh
55sαβ5 s
στ
5), (82)
and the gravitational equations in the four-tensor no-
tations will acquire the following form:
Gµν − gµν 12 εXστX
στ = kΘµν
T αµν + δ
α
µ T
σ
νσ − δ
α
ν T
σ
µσ = −
1
2kΣ
α
µν
Xµν = − 12 ε
−1k Ξµν ,
(83)
where I have denoted Xµν ≡ sµν5 · |h
55|1/2 , Ξµν ≡
M5µν · |h
55|−1/2 , and ε ≡ ̺ signh55.
10. The notion of the bivector derivative can be ex-
tended to the fields whose values are nonspacetime
vectors or tensors. By doing so one obtains a more
particular generalization of the traditional gauge field
theory framework where the five-vector gauge fields
introduced above are viewed as composite quanti-
ties constructed from more elementary connection
coefficients—from those associated with the bivector
derivative. This latter generalization is obtained by
postulating that for the fields of nonspacetime vectors
and tensors there exists a derivative whose argument
is a five-vector bivector and that for any such field
this derivative is related to its five-vector covariant
derivative according to equation (57), where σ(u) is
the same as it is for four-vector fields.
As before, let us consider a set V of all sufficiently
smooth fields whose values are some n-dimensional
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nonspacetime vectors. Defining the bivector deriva-
tive for such fields is equivalent to specifying a map
D : F ∧ F × V → V ,
The latter should satisfy the usual requirements: for
any scalar functions f and g, any bivector fields A
and B, and any fields ~U and ~V from V ,
D(fA+gB)~U = f · DA~U+ g · DB~U
DA(~U+ ~V) = DA~U+ DA~V
DA(f~U) = DAf · ~U+ f · DA~U,
where the bivector derivative of the scalar field f is
defined by equation (51).
If ~Ei (i = 1, . . . , n) is some set of basis fields from
V , one can define for it the connection coefficients
associated with the derivative D according to the for-
mula
DAB~Ei = ~EjC
j
iAB ,
where, as before, DAB ≡ DeA∧eB and eA is the se-
lected five-vector basis. These connection coefficients
will be called bivector gauge fields. Under the trans-
formation e′A = eBL
B
A of the five-vector basis these
fields transform simply as
C′ ijAB = C
i
jSTL
S
AL
T
B.
Under the transformation ~E ′i = ~EjΛ
j
i of the basis in
V they transform as
C′ ijAB = (Λ
−1)ikC
k
lABΛ
l
j + (Λ
−1)ikDABΛ
k
j ,
so in any active regular basis one has
C′ ijα5 = (Λ
−1)ikC
k
lα5Λ
l
j + (Λ
−1)ik∂αΛ
k
j
and
C′ ijαβ = (Λ
−1)ikC
k
lαβΛ
l
j .
Thus, in such a basis the quantities Cijα5 transform
as ordinary gauge fields, while the quantities Cijαβ
transform as components of a tensor and cannot be
nullified at a given space-time point by an appropriate
choice of the basis in V .
Let us now write down explicitly the relation be-
tween the derivatives ✷ and D for the considered type
of fields. As it has been said above, for any field ~U
from V one should have
✷v~U = Dσ(v)~U
at any v. For ~U = ~Ei and v = eA one has
~EiB
i
jA = ✷A~Ej = Dσ(eA)~Ej
= s
|KL|
ADKL~Ej = ~EiC
i
jKLs
|KL|
A.
Consequently,
BijA = C
i
jKLs
|KL|
A,
so in any active regular basis one has
Bijα = C
i
jα5 + C
i
jµνs
|µν|
α and B
i
j5 = C
i
jµνs
|µν|
5.
The latter formulae elucidate the meaning of the
bivector gauge fields. Within the traditional gauge
field theory scheme, the parallel transport of non-
spacetime vectors is independent of torsion in the
sense that there is no direct relation between the lat-
ter and the corresponding gauge fields associated with
the covariant derivative. According to the scheme
we are now discussing, the parallel transport of non-
spacetime vectors is torsion-depend, which manifests
itself in an additional rotation of transported vectors
compared to the case where torsion is zero. Let us
also note that the scheme with ordinary (four-vector)
gauge fields can be viewed as a particular case of the
one we are now considering, which corresponds to
the situation where the fields Cijµν in any regular
five-vector basis are all identically zero.
As in the case of four-vector and five-vector fields,
the bivector derivative operator for the fields of non-
spacetime vectors can be split into two parts:
DA = DAE + DAZ . (84)
The first operqator in the right-hand side can be re-
garded as a function of the four-vector A that cor-
responds to the E-component of the bivector A (or
as a function of the corresponding five-vector from
Z), and it is a simple matter to show that when re-
garded this way, it has all the properties of an ordi-
nary covariant derivative, which permits one to de-
note this operator as ∇·A. It is easy to see that in
any four-vector basis the connection coefficients as-
sociated with ∇· equal Cijµ5 provided that the lat-
ter are evaluated for the corresponding active regular
five-vector basis.
In a similar manner, the second operator in the
right-hand side of formula (84) can be viewed as a
function of the four-vector bivector B that corre-
sponds to AZ , and by analogy with the case of four-
and five-vectors, I will denote it as M̂B. Naturally,
in the case of nonspacetime vectors the components
of M̂ will no longer equal (Mµν)
α
β or (Mµν)
A
B, but
instead, in any four-vector basis one will have
(M̂αβ)
i
j = C
i
jαβ ,
where the bivector gauge fields in the right-hand side
are to be evaluated in the corresponding regular five-
vector basis. The latter fact reflects the fundamental
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difference between the case of four- and five-vectors
and the case of nonspacetime vectors in relation to the
bivector derivative: whereas for the former the oper-
ator M̂ is fixed and its components are constructed
from the Lorentz-invariant quantities gαβ and δ
α
β , for
the latter the operator M̂ can be as arbitrary as is al-
lowed by the constraints imposed on D and its compo-
nents represent an independent element of the geome-
try associated with the considered type of nonspace-
time vectors, just as within the traditional scheme
this is done by ordinary gauge fields. Such a state
of affairs has a certain logic to it. Since the com-
ponents of the operator M̂ for four-vector fields are
fixed, the additional rotation of such vectors in the
process of their parallel transport compared to the
case where torsion is zero but the Riemannian geom-
etry is the same, is determined only by the quantities
sµνA, and having found the latter this way, one can
then make a similar comparison for the transport of
considered nonspacetime vectors and determine the
combinations Cijµνs
|µν|
A, from which, knowing the
torsion, one can find the quantities Cijµν themselves.
The mathematics of bivector gauge fields is dis-
cussed in more detail in part VI of the long version
[8]. Their physics will be examined more closely in a
separate paper.
11. In conclusion of this paper let me say a few words
about the nonspacetime analogs of five-vectors. The
nonspacetime vectors I have been talking about so
far—such as those that are used in physics for de-
scribing the internal symmetries of elementary parti-
cles, resemble ordinary tangent vectors in the sense
that at each space-time point their vector space is en-
dowed only with a nondegenerate inner product and
has no other additional structure similar to the Z–E
splitting in the space of five-vectors. In accordance
with this, on the parallel transport of such vectors
one imposes no other constraints except for the re-
quirements that it be linear and conserve the men-
tioned inner product, so at an appropriate choice of
the relevant gauge fields, any given vector at the ini-
tial point can be transported into any vector of the
same length at the final point, if this does not con-
tradict the condition of the transport continuity. One
may now ask the following question: can there be de-
fined such nonspacetime vectors that would resemble
five-vectors?
Let us try to imagine what properties such vec-
tors should have. It goes without saying that at each
space-time point they should make up a certain finite-
dimensional vector space, W , the dimension of which
in the general case it is convenient to denote as n+1.
Accordingly, in the following such vectors themselves
will be referred to as (n+ 1)-vectors, and will be de-
noted with lower-case Roman-type letters with an ar-
row: ~u, ~v, ~w, etc. It is also natural to assume that
the space of (n + 1)-vectors is endowed with a non-
degenerate inner product, which I will denote as η.
All this, however, applies to ordinary nonspacetime
vectors as well. It seems reasonable to suppose that
(n + 1)-vectors should differ from the latter in that
their space is “split” into two invariant subspaces,
which I will denote as WZ and W E , the first one of
dimension n, the other one-dimensional. The space
W itself will be the direct sum of these two subspaces,
and the components of an arbitrary (n+1)-vector in
them will be referred to as its Z- and E-component,
respectively.
Since as in the case of ordinary nonspacetime vec-
tors, it is not supposed that (n + 1)-vectors are as-
sociated with any manifold, the mentioned splitting
will have a real meaning only if it manifests itself in
some specific properties, basing on which one would
be able to say that one is dealing with (n+1)-vectors
and not with some type of ordinary nonspacetime vec-
tors of dimension n + 1. It is apparent that if the
space of (n+ 1)-vectors is not endowed with any ad-
ditional structure, then the above specific properties
can only be related to parallel transport. Basing on
the analogy with five-vectors, one may assume that
(n+1)-vectors fromW E are transported into (n+1)-
vectors from W E and that (n + 1)-vectors from WZ
may acquire in the process of transport a nonzero
E-component. The first of these properties tells one
that one is not dealing with ordinary nonspacetime
vectors. The second property tells one that neither
one is dealing with elements of the direct sum of two
spaces of ordinary nonspacetime vectors (of dimen-
sion n and one). In addition to this, it will be assumed
that parallel transport conserves the inner product
θ(~u,~v) ≡ η(~uZ ,~vZ),
which is the analog of the scalar product g for five-
vectors.
In order to write down the indicated properties of
(n + 1)-vectors in the form of equations, let us in-
troduce the following notations. The set of all suffi-
ciently smooth fields whose values are (n+1)-vectors
of the considered type will be denoted as W. An ar-
bitrary set of basis fields from W will be denoted as
~e1, . . . , ~en+1. It will be taken that lower-case latin
indices run 1 through n and that capital Greek in-
dices run 1 through n+1. Often, instead of the value
n+ 1 I will use the symbol &.
The basis in W can be chosen arbitrarily. How-
ever, for practical reasons it is more convenient to
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select it in such a way that at each space-time point
the (n + 1)st basis vector belong to W E . Similarly
to the case of five-vectors, such bases will be called
standard. It is also useful to introduce the notion
of a regular basis, whose first n elements belong to
WZ and the (n+ 1)st element is normalized in some
particular way. Since (n + 1)-vectors are not asso-
ciated with any manifold, and therefore cannot be
represented with differential-algebraic operators, and
since, as one will see below, from the rules of their
parallel transport one also cannot obtain any spe-
cial normalization for the vectors from W E , the only
condition that one can use for normalizing ~e& is the
requirement |η(~e&,~e&)| = 1, which is similar to the
normalization condition for the fifth basis vector in a
normalized regular five-vector basis.
The connection coefficients for an arbitrary set of
basis fields ~eΘ in W are defined in the usual way:
✷A~eΘ = ~eΞC
Ξ
ΘA.
The quantities CΞΘA will still be called five-vector
gauge fields. From the assumptions made above
about the parallel transport of (n+ 1)-vectors it fol-
lows that for any standard basis
Ci&A = 0, (85)
which is the analog of constraint (36) on the connec-
tion coefficients for five-vector fields. Furthermore, if,
for example, the considered (n+ 1)-vectors are com-
plex and their inner product θ is Hermitian, there
should hold the equation
∂Aθij − θkj(C
k
iA)
∗ − θikC
k
jA = 0, (86)
similar to the usual constraint on the gauge fields
associated with ordinary nonspacetime vectors.
From the assumptions made above it follows that
parallel transport of (n+1)-vectors preserves the fol-
lowing equivalence relation on W :
~u ≡ ~v ⇔ ~u− ~v ∈ W E .
It is a simple matter to check that with regard to their
properties, the elements of the quotient spaceW/W E
are ordinary nonspacetime vectors, and that at each
space-time point this quotient space, endowed with
the inner product induced by the product θ on W , is
isomorphic to the subspace WZ . One should there-
fore expect that with each type of (n+1)-vectors there
is associated a certain type of ordinary nonspacetime
vectors, whose relation to the considered (n + 1)-
vectors is similar to the relation of four-vectors to
five-vectors. For these associated vectors one can use
all the notations and definitions that have been intro-
duced earlier for ordinary nonspacetime vectors. In
particular, if the gauge fields corresponding to them
are defined by equation (39) and if the corresponding
basis fields ~Ei are such that at each point ~Ei is the
equivalence class of the basis (n + 1)-vector ~ei, then
by virtue of what has been said above there should
hold the equation
CijA = B
i
jA, (87)
which is the analog of relation (12) between the
connection coefficients for four-vector and five-vector
fields.
The formula for transformation of the fields CΞΘA
as one passes to another set of basis fields inW is the
following:
C′ΘΞA = (L
−1)Θ∆ C
∆
ΣA L
Σ
Ξ + (L
−1)Θ∆ ∂AL
∆
Ξ, (88)
where LΞΘ is the basis transformation matrix. If both
bases are standard, one has Li& = (L
−1)i& = 0, and
at Θ = i and Ξ = & obtains
C′ i&A = (L
−1)ik C
k
lA L
l
&
+ (L−1)ik C
k
&A L
&
& + (L
−1)ik ∂AL
k
& = 0,
which is actually a demonstration of the fact that
from the validity of equation (85) in one standard
basis follows its validity in any other such basis. In a
similar manner, at Θ = i and Ξ = j one has
C′ ijA = (L
−1)ik C
k
lA L
l
j + (L
−1)ik ∂AL
k
j ,
so the connection coefficients C ijA transform as
gauge fields corresponding to ordinary nonspacetime
vectors, which agrees with equation (87).
Let us now turn to the gauge fields that determine
the E-components of the transported (n+1)-vectors.
The first question one has to ask is whether parallel
transport conserves the length of the vectors from
W E . Since (n+1)-vectors are not associated with any
manifold, the only measure available for the vectors
from W E is the scalar square constructed with the
inner product η. As in the case of five-vectors, one
may suppose that this scalar square does not change.
In the case of real vectors this means that for any field
of regular bases one should have C&&A = 0. In the
case of complex vectors and Hermitian η, the fields
C&&A for a regular basis do not have to vanish, and
it is only necessary that they be imaginary. With
transition to another basis in W, but also a regular
one, in the latter case one has L&& = e
iα, so
C′&&A = (L
−1)&& C
&
&A L
&
& + (L
−1)&& ∂AL
&
&
= C&&A + i ∂Aα.
There is one more constraint that can be imposed
on the parallel transport of (n+1)-vectors, which im-
plicitly is very often imposed on the parallel transport
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of ordinary nonspacetime vectors. Namely, one can
require that this transport conserve the Levi-Civita
type tensor ǫ associated with the considered (n+ 1)-
vectors. In the case of realW this condition is equiv-
alent to the conservation of the length of the (n+1)-
vectors from W E . In the case of complex W this
requirement can be shown to imply that in any basis
where the components of η and ǫ are constant, one
should have CΘΘA = 0.
The gauge fields C&jA are evidently the analogs
of the five-vector connection coefficients H5µA. From
formula (88) it follows that with transition to another
basis in W they transform as
C′&jA = (L
−1)&Ξ C
Ξ
lA L
l
j + (L
−1)&&C
&
&A L
&
j
+ (L−1)&k ∂AL
k
j + (L
−1)&& ∂AL
&
j .
If both bases are regular, then (L−1)&j = L
&
j = 0,
and one has
C′&jA = (L
−1)&& C
&
lA L
l
j . (89)
If, in addition, one has ~e ′& = ~e&, then simply
C′&jA = C
&
lA L
l
j .
An essential difference between the gauge fields
C&jA and their five-vector counterparts is that for
the former there does not exist a nonzero value that
would be invariant under the transformations from
the symmetry group of W . On the other hand, the
value C&jA = 0, which does not break this symme-
try, has the unpleasant property that at it one cannot
distinguish the considered (n+ 1)-vectors from pairs
made of an ordinary n-dimensional nonspacetime vec-
tor and a scalar. It is evident that at any nonzero
C&jA the inner product η is not conserved by paral-
lel transport, and since neither the requirement of the
covariant constancy of θ nor a similar requirement for
the n-plus-one-vector ǫ tensor impose any constraints
on C&jA, the latter can be absolutely arbitrary.
Let us now examine in more detail the case of com-
plex vectors for which the inner product η is Hermi-
tian and is positively definite. At each space-time
point, let us select the basis in W orthonormal and
such that one would have ǫ1...n& = 1. Condition (86)
will then acquire the form
θkj(C
k
iA)
∗ + θikC
k
jA = 0,
whence it follows that the quantities CijA ≡ θikC
k
jA
are anti-Hermitian matrices with respect to the in-
dices i and j. Since in the selected basis CijA = C
i
jA,
one can write that
CijA = (i/2) g (ta)
i
jC
a
A + ig
√
2n(n+ 1) δijC
0
A, (90)
where the index a runs 1 through n2−1; the matri-
ces (ta)
i
j are the usual (Hermitian) generators for the
fundamental representation of SU(n), normalized by
the condition Tr(tatb) = 2δab; the fields C
a
A and C
0
A
are real; and g is a dimensionless constant, which
together with the factors 1/2 and [2n(n + 1)]−1/2
is introduced for convenience. From the condition
CΘΘA = 0 it follows that
C &&A = − ig [n/2(n+ 1)]
1/2 C0A. (91)
By using (90) and (91) one can write down the expres-
sion for the components of the five-vector covariant
derivative of an arbitrary (n + 1)-vector field in the
selected basis in the following way:
(✷A~u)
i = ∂Au
i + (i/2) g (ta)
i
j C
a
A u
j
+ ig [2n(n+ 1)]−1/2 C0A u
i,
(✷A~u)
& = ∂Au
& − ig [n/2(n+ 1)]1/2 C0A u
&
+ gXjA u
j ,
(92)
where I have introduced the notation XjA ≡
g−1C&jA. Similarly, the expression for the compo-
nents of the five-vector covariant derivative of a field
v˜ whose values are elements of the space W˜ of linear
forms on W can be written down as follows:
(✷Av˜)i = ∂Avi − (i/2) g vj (ta)
j
i C
a
A
− ig [2n(n+ 1)]−1/2 viC
0
A − gv&XiA,
(✷Av˜)& = ∂Av& + ig [n/2(n+ 1)]
1/2 v&C
0
A.
(93)
If one disregards the terms involving the fieldsXiA,
the expressions obtained will have such a form as
if one was dealing with the gauge fields correspond-
ing to ordinary nonspacetime vectors and the gauge
group was SU(n)×U(1). With respect to SU(n) the
sets of fields (u1, . . . , un) and (v1, . . . , vn) transform
according to the fundamental and anti-fundamental
representations, respectively, and the fields u& and
v& are singlets. With respect to the group U(1) the
fields u1, . . . , un all have the charge g[2n(n+1)]−1/2,
the field u& has the charge −g[n/2(n+1)]1/2, and the
charges of the fields v1, . . . , v& are opposite to those
of u1, . . . , u&, which is in agreement with the fact
that the field v˜ can be obtained from some (n + 1)-
vector field by conjugation (by the latter I mean the
antilinear map fromW to W˜ fixed by the inner prod-
uct η, which is the analog of the map ϑh introduced
above and which in the selected basis coincides with
ordinary Hermitian conjugation).
Besides CaA and C
0
A, the above expressions for the
derivatives involve the gauge fields XjA, due to which
the covariant differentiation of the considered (n+1)-
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vector fields in general does not commute with con-
jugation, as it can be clearly seen by comparing for-
mulae (92) and (93). To gain a better understanding
of what this noncommutativity implies, let us recall
how one assigns a representation to matter fields in
ordinary gauge theory when introducing new gauge
fields. To be definite, I will consider the case where
the gauge group in question is unitary. As always,
the starting point is the existence of several matter
fields in the theory, say, ϕ1, . . . , ϕn, that enter the
Lagrangian density in such a way that the latter is
invariant under the replacement
ϕi → ϕ′ i = Lij ϕ
j , (94)
where Lij is an arbitrary constant unitary n× n ma-
trix. One then gauges this symmetry by introducing
the corresponding gauge fields, and as a result obtains
the following expression for the derivative of the set
ϕ = (ϕ1, . . . , ϕn):
(∇αϕ)
i = ∂αϕ
i + (i/2) g (ta)
i
j B
a
α ϕ
j + ig′B0α ϕ
i,
where (ta)
i
j are the same as in formula (90), and
for simplicity I omit the connection coefficients cor-
responding to other possible degrees of freedom of
ϕ. By presenting the transformation formula for the
considered matter fields in the form (94) one thereby
states that this set of fields transforms according to
the fundamental representation of the gauge group (=
these fields are components of a corresponding non-
spacetime vector). Equally well, one can lable the
fields with a lower index and, accordingly, write the
rule for their transformation as
ϕi → ϕ
′
i = ϕj L
j
i.
By doing so one would state that the fields ϕ trans-
form according to the anti-fundamental representa-
tion (= are components of a linear form associated
with the relevant nonspacetime vectors), and the ex-
pression for the derivative would then acquire the
form
(∇αϕ)i = ∂αϕi − (i/2) g ϕj (ta)
j
i B˜
a
α − ig
′ϕi B˜
0
α,
where ϕi = ϕ
i, B˜0α = −B
0
α, B˜
a
α = −ε
a
bB
b
α, and the
coefficients εab are determined by the equation (ta)
i
j =
(tb)
j
i ε
b
a. The transition from the fields ϕ
i, B0α, B
a
α to
the fields ϕi, B˜
0
α, B˜
a
α and vice versa is a part of the
charge conjugation operation.
By making similar transformations in formulae (92)
and (93) one obtains
(✷A~u)i = ∂Aui − (i/2) g uj (ta)
j
i C˜
a
A
− ig [2n(n+ 1)]−1/2 ui C˜
0
A,
(✷A~u)& = ∂Au& + ig [n/2(n+ 1)]
1/2 u&C˜
0
A
+ gujX
j
A
(95)
and
(✷Av˜)
i = ∂Av
i + (i/2) g (ta)
i
j C˜
a
A v
j
+ ig [2n(n+ 1)]−1/2 C˜0A v
i − gX iA v
&,
(✷Av˜)
& = ∂Av
& − ig [n/2(n+ 1)]1/2 v&C˜0A,
(96)
where uΘ = u
Θ, vΘ = v
Θ, X iA = XiA, C˜
0
A = −C
0
A,
C˜aA = −ε
a
bC
b
A, and the coefficients ε
a
b are the same as
above. Comparing expressions (95) and (96) with ex-
pressions (93) and (92) respectively, one can see that
at XiA 6= 0 they do not coincide. Consequently, the
interaction with the fields XiA is not C-invariant, and
one should observe that in this case the charge asym-
metry is implemented directly in the nonspacetime
degrees of freedom of the fields.
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